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Welcome 2021! 

What on Earth will this year bring? More of the same fear, division and chaos of 2020?   Well, according 

to some sources, we’ve entered an era of greater light—a cosmic revolutionary cycle—during which more 

truths will be exposed, shocking many, and liberating many more; destroying old systems and patterns in 
order to bring in the new. Whatever does ensue in the next 365 days, change is inevitable. Bring it on! 

Looking back:  Last year, this time, we were crossing our fingers, holding thumbs, and folding hands for 
our land to present itself. We even asked Santa. But he didn’t come through. Putting all disappointment 
aside, we still hold firmly to our faith that the right property is being prepared specifically for our purposes. 

In fact, the current caretakers are out there, somewhere, looking for us. It’s just a matter of divine connec-
tion. And so it is! 

For us, 2020 was a very good year. Not only was it full of shifting points of view, divine revelations and 
grander schemes of things, it was a year of service opportunities, and amazing connections with people who 

will play roles in the Omni Foundation’s unfolding vision. From potential workshop leaders, teachers and 
other professionals, to eager future residents and participants, the pall over 2020 didn’t darken our spirits or 
diminish our reach.  In fact, thanks 2020’s stark and obvious message of the need for greater cooperation 

and collaboration (despite the call for social distancing), and less reliance on political establishments, our 
vision is even more visible and obtainable now than ever before!   

Looking forward: God only knows what changes are to come. As far as personal/professional goals and 

resolutions, we will be carrying on much the same as we have, with perhaps less energy and attention given 

to politics, and more to our own health of mind, spirit, body, family and environment. We do intend to keep 

this publication going and growing—still free, because the messages we share are important and not for 

sale. We do hope to complete some book projects that we didn’t accomplish last year, and we also plan to 

increase our energy toward creating, collaborating and sharing more music.    

You will notice, in this issue, we’ve added a section on Service Opportunities, to spread the awareness for 

those who choose the path of service to others.  Each issue will highlight one or more ministries around the 

world, that are not connected to globally established charities, but which are grass-root, local efforts to help 

various peoples. The Omni Foundation, and its directors does not receive any funding or payment for the 

publication, organization of fundraisers, or administrative costs to provide these services. Freely we have 

received, freely we give. 

If you’d like to be a part of this journey in some way or 

other, read through these pages and see how you can get 

involved. From donating, purchasing, submitting, sub-

scribing, investing, joining and more, you can be part of 

making this vision a reality in your own life!  

       Love, Peace and Infinite Blessings to you all!  

 

Return to Contents 

Cameron and  Leah Kirrane 

http://www.theomnifoundation.com/
http://www.ubuntucivicsacademy.com/
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#LeahKirrane                                                                                                           

~ Why?  Because mine is the only story I truly know. 

 

From God, to country, to community, to family, to self, and back to God again,                             

we have been unable or unwilling to be of one mind. 

We will never attain peace outside ourselves if we do not first attain it within ourselves. 

Peace, Love and Patriotism   

http://www.theomnifoundation.com/
https://www.leahkirrane.com/blog
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Once upon a time I was a far-right conservative 

Christian. A flag waving American patriot! An ac-

tive Young Republican in college and beyond, I 

interned as a press aide for my republican congress-

man, and then went on to be his campaign coordi-

nator for a short stint. I organized fundraising 

events, worked the polls, canvassed neighborhoods, 

ghost-wrote op-eds, fought for the right-to-life, and 

made my opinions known to anyone willing to hear 

them, the latter of which I soon discovered is not 

acceptable when you represent a political figure, 

which is why I didn’t continue in that line of work. 

A few years later I met and married my late hus-

band, the pastor’s son, who got me to question 

many of the things I had so rigidly stood for and 

believed. He introduced me to the perspective-

expanding qualities of Cannabis, the pros and cons 

of which I still sometimes wrestle with, and slowly 

but quickly, my paradigm began to shift.  

One day, after seeing video of US Marines waving 

the American flag as they stormed a home in Flori-

da and violently removed young Elian Gonzales for 

deportation back to Cuba, I began to seriously 

question my allegiances. How could I pledge alle-

giance to that flag? In fact, what was I doing pledg-

ing my allegiance to anything other than God, fami-

ly and humanity?  What was this patriotism that 

had walked, hand-in-hand with my faith?  

As the Universe always provides, for those who 

bother to be aware, synchronicities of more ques-

tions and answers began flowing my way. Or 

should I say flooding? First, the inspiration of an 

intentional community-based business inundated 

my thoughts. Imagine my surprise when my men-

tion of community evoked reprimands of my slide 

toward communism.  

Despite my mother’s and others’ fear laden warn-

ings, I began to actively seek answers outside of my 

religious and political boundaries. 

From esoteric studies, alternative spiritual practices 

and philosophies, like meditation and a “oneness” 

mindset, fast forward 10 + years, and I suddenly 

found myself supporting a progressive candidate 

for president, in Marianne Williamson.  I included 

her articles in our magazine “Omni Vision,” and 

even wrote a song inspired by her (which I still 

stand by, by the way—you can watch it here). I in-

gested the narrative of the main-stream media and 

late-night jesters, who fueled Trump derangement 

syndrome and I felt quite proud to have escaped 

that extreme right mentality, (though I always 

maintained my right-to-life stance).  

Then came 2020. First, disappointed by Marianne’s 

resignation from the race and shortly after, disgust-

ed by the Democratic party’s running of things, and 

the blind allegiance (even by MW, herself) paid to 

an increasingly and obviously corrupt establish-

ment; add to that the Covid chaos (also a political 

tool) and the rude awakening to the propaganda of 

things, my political pendulum began to swing to the 

right once more.   

Now, here I am, somewhere in the middle. A hippy

-dippy (not my words) Love, Light, Peace and 

Freedom, non-flag-waving, pot-smoking, America-

loving, Trump-supporting, patriot.  

So, what does one do when pulled by two seeming-

ly opposing factions?  

In her book, “Rise Up: A simplified guide to the 

Great Awakening, Spiritual Revolution, and the 

Ascension,” spiritual luminary, Victoria Reynolds, 

discusses the significance of the Vesica Piscis.  

Have you ever heard of it?  In her words:  

“Vesica Piscis / Venn Diagram: A sacred 

geometry figure consisting of two or three 

circles of equal size, overlapping each oth-

er at the center. In Latin, vesica piscis lit-

erally translates to “Vessel of Fish” due to 

the design's resemblance to a fish.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DTGHt26VpEc
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This graphic is an integral part of the Flower of Life, a sacred symbol for all creation, 

where apparent opposites meet in harmony with the potential to create something entirely 

new. Regarding our present political polarity, with each side represented as a circle, the 

extreme left and the extreme right are both manipulated by the powers-that-be for the sole 

purpose of driving humanity into greater fear, hatred and division. The 2% on the far ex-

tremes are the loudest voices that drive the division and perception of the other 98%. In 

the center, where both circles overlap, liberals and conservatives actually see eye-to-eye.” 

 

As you may have guessed, I have found myself in this center of things. In the belly of the fish, if 

you will, where my judgements and biases are being acid-washed by lessons of humility and love 

for those with whom I disagree—life-long lessons, btw. 

Finding myself in this center of things and hearing the call to be a reconciler of sides, I feel it’s my 

duty to explain my position a bit further.  

Looking at both sides from the center, here’s what I see plainly:  

Sadly, the word “patriotism” has become a bad word to many, however, it should not be confused 

with “nationalism.” While patriotism includes love, commitment to and willingness to sacrifice for 

the defence of one’s country, “nationalism” implies an aggressive, elitist allegiance to one’s coun-

try and policies at the expense of others.  

Many on the far left have renounced any patriotic Love they may have had for America, condemn-

ing nearly all she stands for, including the US Constitution and the rights it secures. Those inalien-

able rights and basic freedoms that I and so many others hold so dear, are under threat by the leftist 

agenda. Our rights to life, free speech, peaceful assembly, to worship freely and to bear arms are 

slipping away, some more quickly than others. They are fighting for greater government social and 

financial controls and consider anyone who disagrees with them to be greedy, arrogant, xenopho-

bic, deplorable, racists, and that’s being kind. 

On the far right I see a seeming aversion, or in some cases a revulsion to the idea of community, 

social welfare, and the ideals of peace, and an unhealthy adherence to rugged individualism, capi-

talistic greed, religious dogma and nationalism.  

While I don’t believe political socialism is the answer, I do believe individual socialism is abso-

lutely necessary if we are to ever thrive as a human organism. And while I do believe in the right 

to provide oneself and family a living, I don’t believe greed should be left unchecked or uncapped.  

I see that on both sides, freedom of choice is denied, freedoms that are not only the bedrock of 

American patriotism, but also of Divine will.  

If you consider the life and teachings of Jesus, which those on the right tend to claim as their guide 

to life, you will find a mix of liberal and conservative ideals.  He had little to no attachment to na-

tionalistic ideologies or religious ties. From calling the Hebrew pharisees white-washed tombs and 

pits of vipers, to overturning the temple tables that had been corrupted into trading centers, he ex-

hibited a left-wing zealousness to rival that of Antifa and BLM. He lived a life of a wandering 

communitarian, unwilling to be bound by the business as usual that was typical of the people and 

political landscape of his time. He called out hypocrisy when he saw it and refused to submit to the 

status quo. He was civilly disobedient, refusing to be ruled over, and answered to a far higher law 

than any man could come up with. He loved and forgave those whom the self-righteous called sin-

ners. He equally honored the rich and poor. He didn’t social distance, but rather embraced the 

highly contagious outcasts of his society. He answered the age-old question, “am I my brother’s 

keeper?” and the answer was a resounding “YES!”  
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He lived his life for Love and Light, Peace AND Freedom. 

In short, Jesus lived a very different truth than any side of society had to offer. He epitomized 

the center of things—the fish in the middle of the flower of Life.  

And that is where I choose to sit, with Jesus, in the center of things, doing my utmost to make 

Love the seed and soil of all that grows from me; not putting my trust in the laws and ways of 

man, no longer swaying from one extreme of duality to another, but trusting a higher Law, a 

higher Source, a higher Truth to guide me into a new existence, of Peace, Love and Freedom. I 

Love America and will be a patriot so long as she continues to stand for Liberty and Justice for 

all, but only until then. 

 

My Pledge of Allegiance 

I pledge allegiance to my friends and family; may I never do you harm, and only seek your bene-

fit. 

I pledge allegiance to my community; I will work to keep you healthy. 

I pledge allegiance to humanity. I won`t give up on you. I will shine my little light to try to make 

life brighter.  

I pledge allegiance to Mother Earth. You`ve been mistreated, but you can be healed. All you 

need is Love. 

I pledge allegiance to the Universe. We`re all in this together. 

I pledge allegiance to the First thought, that brought everything into being.  

I pledge allegiance to the ONE who thought it. How could my allegiance lie anywhere else? 

Thanks for reading #LeahKirrane! Why do I call it by that name? I know, it sounds rather 
vain.  But, I figure, mine is the only story I  truly know how to tell. Plus, it has a nice 
ring to it, don’t you think?    You can find this blog along with my books, music and poetry at 

www.leahkirrane.com  

Return to Contents 

https://www.wix.com/dashboard/16e329b6-e0ac-4b88-a913-66b7c41370da/blog/drafts/search/.hash.leahkirrane?referralInfo=sidebar
https://web.facebook.com/leahkirrane
https://www.instagram.com/leahkirrane/
https://twitter.com/KirraneLeah
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5poD98r96ulgS-jRBCvFmw?view_as=subscriber
mailto:leahkirranebooksandmusic@gmail.com
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S e r vi c e  O p p o r t u n i t i e s  

 

This new section of Omni Vision is dedicated to world-wide service 

opportunities.  In each issue we will highlight one or two organiza-

tions that  are in need of volunteer and/or financial support.  

A future project will be to compile all of these highlights into a PDF 

catalogue of service opportunities for individuals, businesses and 

other organizations to sponsor.  

From the book, “On Point Polly.” Available for download here. 

http://www.leahkirrane.com/books
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ZION CHILDREN’S ORPHANAGE 

 Please help ZCO relocate as their shelter is being sold 

https://www.zionchildrensorphanageug.org/
https://web.facebook.com/Support-IN-Christ-Organisation-100136131803446
https://www.gofundme.com/f/emergency-in-uganda-children-at-risk?utm_source=customer&utm_campaign=p_cp+share-sheet&utm_medium=copy_link_all
https://www.gofundme.com/f/emergency-in-uganda-children-at-risk?utm_source=customer&utm_campaign=p_cp+share-sheet&utm_medium=copy_link_all
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Support in Christ Organization helps and supports orphans, street children and 

the needy of Mafubira, Uganda.. 
 

Mission:  
To educate children. 
To preach the gospel of Jesus and encourage them to have hope in Him. 
To provide basic needs: clothing, food, shelter and many other important things. 
To train them in entrepreneurship. 
 
Started by 23-year-old Nakato Teddy, a.k.a.  Triny la Blessed, of Mafubira, Jin-
ja, Uganda, Support in Christ Organization has been operating for one full year. 
They started with five orphans but have since grown to serving more than 70 
children.  

 
Triny began SICO after receiving her diploma in library and 
information science.  She explains it here in her own words: 
With the money she earned from a part-time job she would 
buy some clothes every weekend to give to the children, one 
by one.  She 
says, “The 
children be-
gan loving 
me and they 
could come 
with me at 
home so 
from there I 
began by 

renting one room for them and now we have ten rooms. 
 
“When I get the salary I pay for their school fees. So far I 
have two adults who help me, one provides basic needs like 
clothes and scholastic materials then the second one pro-
vides me with food for them once in a while. 
 
The life of these children have changed, many know how to 
read and write, they love one another, they have learnt dif-
ferent activities that bring money and many other good 
things.”  
 

If you would like to offer your 
generosity to Support In Christ 
Organization, please contact 
Triny via FB or email.  

luckytrinnie14@gmail.com 

+256751396820 / +256779935894 

Jinja, Uganda 

Please help ZCO relocate as their shelter is being sold 

https://web.facebook.com/Support-IN-Christ-Organisation-100136131803446
https://web.facebook.com/Support-IN-Christ-Organisation-100136131803446
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 Update on  

Nsamba Umaru 

WE REACHED OUR GOAL!! 

A humungous THANK YOU to everyone who made it happen! 

Due to financial institution requirements we have experienced 

some difficulty delivering the funds to Nsamba, we are working 

diligently to transfer the money and will keep you posted. 

On Decem-

ber 23, 2020, 

Nsamba was 

interviewed 

by Michelle 

Kuei, of Los 

Angeles, Cali-

fornia (see 

Spotlight on 

Michelle in 

this issue).  

Return to Contents 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HuLbUtmVxa8
https://web.facebook.com/childrecharityfoundation
https://www.facebook.com/lifecoachingbyElevate/videos/435606914127528/
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 Looking In 

By Anna-Mari Pieterse  

As the year 2021 enters, we find ourselves in a 

world that is becoming ever more fluid, for the 

knot that we have kept our-selves tied up in for 

millennia is becoming more and more unraveled. 

Slowly, what we have come to believe as the 

‘truth’ about life is beginning to reveal it-self as 

questionable and unstable and the borders that we 

have fashioned as a means of security are coming 

loose at the seams.   

We are witnessing all kinds of clashing taking 

place when it comes to consciousness, human de-

velopment and our evolution. This time is not easy 

because we find ourselves on loose ground with 

nothing solid to stand on.   

The New Testament in the Bible; Matthew 7:24-27 

is a parable of our situation: 

“Everyone then who hears these words of mine and 

does them will be like a wise man who built his 

house on the rock. 25 And the rain fell, and the 

floods came, and the winds blew and beat on that 

house, but it did not fall, because it had been 

founded on the rock. 26 And everyone who hears 

these words of mine and does not do them will be 

like a foolish man who built his house on the sand. 

27 And the rain fell, and the floods came, and the 

winds blew and beat against that house, and it fell, 

and great was the fall of it.” 

To understand what it means to dig deep and to 

find the foundation or the rock on which to build 

the house, it may be best explained through a basic 

meditation /awareness practice… first through the 

awareness of ones breathing and then through the 

awareness of one-self – not as your personal histo-

ry or yourself in some future moment but as a pres-

ence or a field of conscious. This is achieved by 

going deeper than thinking whilst remaining com-

pletely present.  When we do this we become 

aware of our Deep Identity and Being; our Essence 

Identity that is inseparable from the present mo-

ment. This can also be seen as loving what is/Being 

One with what is. 

A PLACE ON WHICH TO STAND 
I found no place on which to stand…  

I made a foundation in my heart by means of my own will. 
King Ptah Hotep. 

https://ubuntu-civcs-academy.teachable.com/
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This is the meaning of digging deep  and finding the 

unshakable foundation that is deep within each of 

us. 

The house that the parable speaks of is you and I.  

And the words are expressed by someone that has 

already built his/her house (his/her Being) on a rock 

in preparation for adversity.  The “Everyone who 

hears these words” that the parable speaks of are 

those who are willing to tap into the deeper dimen-

sions of their being.  When we do this, we are better 

able to stand strong during times of floods of rain 

and strong winds… times of extreme adversity such 

as what we are all subjected to right now on a per-

sonal as well as collective level. 

If we do not dig deep enough; beyond ordinary 

thinking, the external situation will destroy us and 

wash our house away.  We will be devastated by the 

rains and the wind and we will be consumed by fear 

which is the projection of some future moment.  

When we are present and stand  in our Love for the 

present moment and in our Deep Identity we realise 

that there is nothing to fear. 

This is the gift of the unprecedented moment we 

now all find ourselves in together.  The adversity 

that we are experiencing is nothing but a wonderful 

opportunity because it forces us to go deeper and to 

awaken to our deeper dimensions.  Life forces us to 

do so because living on the surface where every-

thing is fluid becomes almost unbearable.  We are 

forced to do something that will prevent our house 

from collapsing through the onslaught of what is 

happening in the world around us. 

Normally most people do not take the trouble to go 

deep when things go well.  Why would we do so 

when all we have to worry about is the next won-

derful experience and when we are in our comfort 

zone?  Unfortunately we do not awaken in our com-

fort zone.  And although there is nothing wrong 

with enjoying these moments, we need to be aware 

that these are temporary.  There always comes a 

time when adversity arises on personal or collective 

level.  Times of calamity, great loss, serious illness, 

death, war, civil unrest, financial collapse… times 

like now – of a global pandemic, great unrest and 

threat to our basic Liberty. 

If during this time you want to alleviate your suffer-

ing, you are encouraged to go deeper.  You are in-

vited to use our challenges as an opportunity to ei-

ther awaken out of the mind identified state of con-

sciousness that continuously projects itself into the 

future that we have no control over, or to use it as 

an opportunity to dig even deeper than what you 

have been willing to go before. What we can do 

about our outer world and situation is limited.  We 

can take precautions, we can help other people and 

we can find and share solutions.  We must do all we 

can do to help a situation, but this is always limited.  

The one thing that we DO have control over is our 

inner Being that is strengthened by digging deeper.  

Like this we solidify the foundation that we stand 

on and we make our house unshakable.  And it is 

never too late to come back to the present moment, 

to be aware of ones breathing and our inner body 

that is always alive and well. Let us avoid getting 

lost in the mind.  Be present.  Be rooted in the rock 

– your Essence Identity.  Rooted in Love.  

Anna-Mari Pieterse is founder of The uBuntu Civics Academy, 

which provides resources and creates courses, workshops and initiatives 

around uBuntu, to enable the reclaiming, the living of uBuntu and the cultiva-

tion of an uBuntu Conscious society.   Please visit our virtual school to be-

come a certified uBuntu Keeper and to join the global uBuntu Keepers com-

munity.   

Return to Contents 

https://ubuntu-civcs-academy.teachable.com/
https://ubuntu-civcs-academy.teachable.com/
https://school.ubuntucivicsacademy.com/Academy
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNg2zpNRV5NkOFKUhn6SykA
https://web.facebook.com/UbuntuCivicsAcademy
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ERIK RITTENBERRY  
EVERYTHING HAS BEEN FIGURED OUT                             

EXCEPT HOW TO LIVE.  

Editor’s Note: We couldn’t pass up sharing this piece, even if Erik’s understanding of the after-death expe-
rience differs from ours.   

YOUR CHARACTER IS A  LIE 
 

“Civilized society is a hopeful belief and protest that science, money and goods  
make man count for more than any other animal.  

In this sense, everything that man does is religious and heroic,  
and yet in danger of being fictitious and fallible.”  

~ Ernest Becker 

You are going to die. 

 
And the dreadful part is not death itself but the frightening awareness of your approaching death. 
Unlike all other lifeforms on this godforsaken planet, we alone are self-conscious animals endowed with 
the upsetting wisdom of our inevitable doom. 
 
Unlike all other species, we know we exist and therefore know we’re going to die. 
 
And it’s this subconscious terror of our inevitable death, of our unmerited extinction, the unfathomable 
fucking END of it all, that not only “haunts the human animal like nothing else,” but quietly guides and mo-

https://erikrittenberry.wordpress.com/
https://erikrittenberry.wordpress.com/2020/09/24/your-character-is-a-lie/
https://erikrittenberry.wordpress.com/category/articles/
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tivates and directs our lives more than anything 
else. 

We manage this haunting terror by embracing a 
set of shared cultural beliefs about reality that not 
only helps subside our death anxiety but gives us a 
sense of value in an otherwise meaningless uni-
verse. 

In these fast-paced, greatly divisive, maddening 
times we live in today, I think a lot of us have come 
to a point recently when we’ve asked ourselves: 
What is going on? 

Why do people behave the way they do? Why are 
we so fucking riddled with, fear, anxiety, and de-
pression? Why do we shop ourselves into financial 
oblivion? Why do we imprison ourselves in warped 
ideologies? Why are we mindlessly rushing around, 
flattened by the trivial demands of culture, forever 
chasing after some phantom idea of happiness as 
we medicate ourselves to death? 

Why are we modern people drinking, drugging, 
and shopping ourselves out of awareness? 

The great anthropologist and revered thinker, Ern-
est Becker, was entirely possessed with these 
questions and he built his whole intellectual life 
around them. 

What makes people act the way they do? 
The finished product was his brilliant 1974 Pulitzer 
winning book, The Denial of Death — a book that I 
recommend more to people than any other book 
ever written. In this one mind-blowing piece of 
work, Becker laid out some of the most profound 
albeit uncomfortable answers to the big “WHY” 
questions of human existence. 
 
It’s this one book that’ll shake the foundations of 
everything you thought you understood about 
what it means to be a human being. It’s a provoca-
tive book that sheds new light on the human con-
dition and the way we moderns interact with each 
other in today’s fear-ridden world. 

Becker’s main argument is this: “The idea of death, 
the fear of it, haunts the human animal like noth-
ing else; it is a mainspring of human activity — ac-

tivity designed largely to avoid the fatality of 
death, to overcome it by denying it some way that 
it is the final destiny of man.” 

Whether we’re aware of it or not, we’re slaves to 
the fear of our foreseeable outcome. And out of 
this fear, we throw ourselves into culture as inau-
thentic characters who cling to illusions and sym-
bols to help override our feeling of “puniness in the 
face of the overwhelmingness and majesty of the 
universe.” 

Our shared cultural worldview, and the social role 
we play, lifts us above the terror of our mortality 
and provides us the meaning we all need to live. 

Becker again: “The real world is simply too terrible 
to admit. It tells man that he is a small trembling 
animal who will someday decay and die. Culture 
changes all of this, makes man seem important, 
vital to the universe, immortal in some ways.” 

Becker tells us that we armor ourselves with the 
“vital lie” of CHARACTER — “our neurotic shield 
that protects our pulsating vitality from the dread 
of truth” — to give us a nominal sense of security 
and meaning in the daily routine of our lives. 

Because the dread of truth, “the full realization of 
the true human condition,” is too much to bear we 
need illusions to shelter us from the utter chaos of 
natural reality so as to live tranquilly in the world. 

As the Spanish philosopher and essayist, José Orte-
ga y Gasset, put it: 

“For life is at the start a chaos in which one is lost. 
The individual suspects this, but he is frightened at 
finding himself face to face with this terrible reali-
ty, and tries to cover it over with a curtain of fanta-
sy, where everything is clear. It does not worry him 
that his ‘ideas’ are not true, he uses them as 
trenches for the defense of his existence, as scare-
crows to frighten away reality.” 

Becker informs us, however, that although our 
character is the “vital lie” that protects us from 
despair and impels us to become functional actors 
in society, it also corrupts us and causes us to be-
come inauthentic creatures — strangers to who we 
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truly are. We are lured away from our “true self” and driven toward things that support the lie of our 
character, which in our time seems to be money, fame, god, status, the corporate ladder, materialism, 
etc. 

Becker again: “It is fateful and ironic how the lie we need in order to live dooms us to a life that is never 
really ours.” 

We embellish our virtuousness, our happiness, our wealth, and display it on Social Media for the world to 
see. We wear badges and uniforms with extreme pride. We double down on our beliefs when they’re in 
jeopardy. We wave flags and find our “identities” within groups we associate with. We show off our luxu-
ries and our prestige because we are nothing but a “blind glob of idling protoplasm” without them. 

Without the disguise of our superficial lives, without the titles and positions, without the impressive bank 
account and the sports car and the sexual conquests and the church gatherings and the charity events 
and the medals on our chest — who are we? Who are we after the illusions fade and we’re left buck na-
ked in the face of the truth? 

The great majority of us refuse to navigate our inner worlds because there lies our fear of death and our 
basic animal anxieties. But it’s this repressed shadow, this deep dark abyss within us that holds our crea-
tive powers, our uniqueness, our wholeness as human beings. 

We lack the FULL REALITY of our lives because we lack the guts to explore our inner worlds, the shadow, 
which is why we project our own imperfections onto others while hiding behind our little cultural mask. 

Instead, we don the “armor of character” and 
live out our inconsequential days entirely 
consumed by our cultural role. For most of 
us, our day to day lives are a hectic facade. 
We run around with a false sense of im-
portance, dousing our true passions with 
trivial obligations, never developing our 

own uniqueness. Our own talents. Our own 
SELF. 

The vast majority of us just assimilate in with the status quo, following the fashions and belief systems of 
the day uncritically, and mimicking the lives of other people. Most become the “automatic culture” man/
woman who blindly gives their allegiance to cultural symbols that help shake them out of their existential 
dread. 

They are “inauthentic,” Becker writes, because “they do not belong to themselves, are not ‘their own’ 
person, do not act from their own center, do not see reality on its terms; they are the one-dimensional 
men [and women] totally immersed in the fictional games being played in their society, unable to trans-
cend their social conditioning…” 

Our relentless quest for status, riches, power, notoriety; that insatiable impulse to buy, buy, buy and se-
date ourselves as we cling ever so tightly to “group identities” and “belief systems” are all rooted in the 
heroic urge to justify ourselves “as an object of primary value in the universe.” 

It’s the world of symbols that save us from the dreadful truth of our existence. It’s a god, the state, a reli-

“It is fateful and ironic how 
the lie we need in order to 
live dooms us to a life that 
is never really ours.” 
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gious institution, the flag, our careers, the fetish for money, beauty, status — it’s the cultural symbols we 
feverishly pursue that lifts us above our animal nature, above our “basic creatureliness,” and nourishes 
us with the vital illusion of significance. 

Our lives have to matter or what the hell is the purpose of it all? 

In the modern world, we’ve been conditioned to depend on external powers and institutions for salva-
tion. We’re timid and weak organisms that have an unhealthy passion for authority. We let the trends of 
culture define who we are. We hide behind laws and morals as a way to justify our unlived lives. We pre-
tend to be shining objects of purity to hide the stench of our assholes. We are gods with anuses, as Beck-
er reminds us, paradoxical creatures at odds with our own nature. 

Perhaps it’s our incompleteness, the lie of our character, that has led to so much despair and alienation 
and bitterness we see today. For far too long we’ve drawn our powers from a god, or our race, or some 
imaginary figure in heaven, or the state, or some political hero, or our bank account, instead of our TRUE 
SELVES. 

Perhaps it’s our desperate need to shelter ourselves in alien powers and smooth-talking leaders that 
have led us to become sheeplike cogs in the machine. 

Perhaps our natural death anxieties have been exploited by the established powers in order to secure 
their domination. 

Perhaps the world is a shitshow of our own making simply because we are too frightened to come to 
terms with the full reality of our existential dilemma. Because of our timidity, our impotence, our 
“evasions of centeredness,” we will continue wreaking havoc on each other and the planet. 

As Erich Fromm once wrote, “That man can destroy life is just as miraculous a feat as that he can create 
it, for life is the miracle, the inexplicable. In the act of destruction, man sets himself above life; he trans-
cends himself as a creature. Thus, the ultimate choice for a man, inasmuch as he is driven to transcend 
himself, is to create or to destroy, to love or to hate. 

Perhaps if we come to terms with our death anxieties and understood what truly drives us, we’d finally 
have the courage to tear down the cultural constructs that devalue our lives and become our true selves 
— a sovereign entity who is able to stand upright on his or her own two feet and have the “stability to 
withstand herd enthusiasms and herd fears” while boldly facing up to the “eternal contradictions of the 
real world.” 

The only way to truly “open ourselves up to infinity, to the possibility of cosmic heroism,” and the whole-
ness of life is to destroy the shallow cultural character lie that we’ve erected as a crutch for our lives. 

Perhaps Becker is right: 

“Out of the ruins of the broken cultural self there remains the mystery of the private, invisible, inner self 
which yearned for ultimate significance, for cosmic heroism. This invisible mystery at the heart of every 
creature now attains cosmic significance by affirming its connection with the invisible mystery at the 
heart of creation… In other words, as long as man is an ambiguous creature he can never banish anxiety; 
what he can do instead is to use anxiety as an eternal spring for growth into new dimensions of thought 
and trust. Faith poses a new life task, the adventure in openness to a multi-dimensional reality.” 

https://web.facebook.com/mpumalangasocialmedia/
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Return to Contents 

Ernest Becker’s fascinating masterpiece of a book is worth a read in its entirety. 

I’ll end with a poetic passage from the brilliant orator and writer, James Baldwin, that sums it up beauti-

fully. 

“Life is tragic simply because the earth turns and the sun inexorably rises and sets, and one day, for each 

of us, the sun will go down for the last, last time. Perhaps the whole root of our trouble, the human trou-

ble, is that we will sacrifice all the beauty of our lives, will imprison ourselves in totems, taboos, crosses, 

blood sacrifices, steeples, mosques, races, armies, flags, nations, in order to deny the fact of death, which 

is the only fact we have. It seems to me that one ought to rejoice in the fact of death — ought to decide, 

indeed, to earn one’s death by confronting with passion the conundrum of life. One is responsible to life: 

It is the small beacon in that terrifying darkness from which we come and to which we shall return. One 

must negotiate this as nobly as possible, for the sake of those who are coming after us.” 

Read more from Erik Rittenberry here. 
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Reflections on Nature, Mankind and Resurrection In 

"Articles" 
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Health and Wellness 

Reviewed by: Amy R. Krentzman, MSW, PhD 

What Is Spirituality? 

Spirituality is a broad concept with room for many 

perspectives. In general, it includes a sense of con-

nection to something bigger than ourselves, and it 

typically involves a search for meaning in life. As 

such, it is a universal human experience—

something that touches us all. People may describe 

a spiritual experience as sacred or transcendent or 

simply a deep sense of aliveness and interconnect-

edness. 

Some may find that their spiritual life is intricately 

linked to their association with a church, temple, 

mosque, or synagogue. Others may pray or find 

comfort in a personal relationship with God or a 

higher power. Still others seek meaning through 

their connections to nature or art. Like your sense 

of purpose, your personal definition of spirituality 

may change throughout your life, adapting to your 

own experiences and relationships. 

Spiritual questions explore                 
life purpose 

For many, spirituality is connected to large ques-
tions about life and identity, such as: 

Am I a good person? 

https://img.xcitefun.net/ 

The Importance  of Spirituality 

https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/our-experts/amy-r-krentzman-msw-phd
https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/node/509
https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/node/484
https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/enhance-your-wellbeing/purpose/life-purpose/live-purposeful-life
https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/enhance-your-wellbeing/purpose/life-purpose/live-purposeful-life
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What is the meaning of my suffering? 
What is my connection to the world around me? 
Do things happen for a reason? 
How can I live my life in the best way possible? 

 

Experts’ definitions of spirituality 

Christina Puchalski, MD, Director of the George 

Washington Institute for Spirituality and Health, 

contends that "spirituality is the aspect of humanity 

that refers to the way individuals seek and express 

meaning and purpose and the way they experience 

their connectedness to the moment, to self, to oth-

ers, to nature, and to the significant or sacred." 

According to Mario Beauregard and Denyse 

O’Leary, researchers and authors of The Spiritual 

Brain, “spirituality means any experience that is 

thought to bring the experiencer into contact with 

the divine (in other words, not just any experience 

that feels meaningful).” 

Nurses Ruth Beckmann Murray and Judith Proctor 

Zenter write that “the spiritual dimension tries to 

be in harmony with the universe, and strives for an-

swers about the infinite, and comes into focus 

when the person faces emotional stress, physical 

illness, or death.” 

Relationship between religion and  
spirituality 

While spirituality may incorporate elements of reli-

gion, it is generally a broader concept. Religion and 

spirituality are not the same thing, nor are they en-

tirely distinct from one another. The best way to 

understand this is to think of two overlapping cir-

cles like this: 

In spirituality, the questions are: where do I person-

ally find meaning, connection, and value? In reli-

gion, the questions are: what is true and right? 

Where the circles overlap is the individual experi-

ence, which affects the way you think, feel, and be-

have. 

Spirituality versus emotional health 

You will notice as you read on that many practices 

recommended for cultivating spirituality are similar 

to those recommended for improving emotional 

wellbeing. This is because there is a connection be-

tween the two—emotional and spiritual wellbeing 

influence one another and overlap, as do all aspects 

of wellbeing. 

Spirituality is about seeking a meaningful connec-

tion with something bigger than yourself, which can 

result in positive emotions, such as peace, awe, 

contentment, gratitude, and acceptance. 

Emotional health is about cultivating a positive 

state of mind, which can broaden your outlook to 

recognize and incorporate a connection to some-

thing larger than yourself. 

Thus, emotions and spirituality are distinct but 

linked, deeply integrated with one another. 

“You do not need to know precisely what is 

happening, or exactly where it is all going. 

What you need is to recognize the possibili-

ties and challenges offered by the present mo-

ment, and to embrace them with courage, 

faith and hope.” 

~Thomas Merton 

Why Is Spirituality Important? 

There is a growing body of evidence indicating that 

spiritual practices are associated with better health 

and wellbeing for many reasons, as described be-

low. 

Contemplative practice is good for you.  

Contemplative practices are activities that guide 

you to direct your attention to a specific focus—

often an inward-looking reflection or concentration 

https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/node/1245
https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/node/1245
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on a specific sensation or concept. Many spiritual 

traditions have a long history of using contempla-

tive practices to increase compassion, empathy, 

and attention, as well as quiet the mind. 

Meditation can induce feelings of calm and clear-
headedness as well as improve concentration and 
attention. Brain researcher Richard Davidson’s re-
search shows that meditation increases the brain’s 
gray matter density, which can reduce sensitivity to 
pain, enhance your immune system, help you regu-
late difficult emotions, and relieve stress. Mindful-
ness meditation in particular has been proven help-
ful for people with depression and anxiety, cancer, 
fibromyalgia, chronic pain, rheumatoid arthritis, 
type 2 diabetes, chronic fatigue syndrome, 
and cardiovascular disease. 

Prayer may elicit the relaxation response, along 

with feelings of hope, gratitude, and compassion—

all of which have a positive effect on overall wellbe-

ing. There are several types of prayer, many of 

which are rooted in the belief that there is a higher 

power that has some level of influence over your 

life. This belief can provide a sense of comfort and 

support in difficult times—a recent study found that 

clinically depressed adults who believed their pray-

ers were heard by a concerned presence responded 

much better to treatment than those who did not 

believe. 

Yoga is a centuries-old spiritual practice that aims to 

create a sense of union within the practitioner 

through physical postures, ethical behaviors, and 

breath expansion. The systematic practice 

of yoga has been found to reduce inflammation and 

stress, decrease depression and anxiety, lower 

blood pressure, and increase feelings of wellbeing. 

Journaling is another, often overlooked, contempla-

tive practice that can help you become more aware 

of your inner life and feel more connected to your 

experience and the world around you. Studies show 

that writing during difficult times may help you find 

meaning in life’s challenges and become more resili-

ent in the face of obstacles. 

Spiritual strength can help you overcome hard-

ships. Dr. Steven Southwick’s book, Resilience: The 

Science of Mastering Life’s Greatest Challenges, de-

scribes how some people overcome  trauma—such 

as abduction, war, and imprisonment—by seeking 

comfort in spirituality or religion. He gives examples 

where spiritual people find ways to “meet the chal-

lenge and continue with purposeful lives…they 

bounce back and carry on.” 

Having a strong spiritual outlook may help you find 

meaning in life’s difficult circumstances. Southwick 

describes the story of a woman who overcame the 

post-traumatic stress following an abduction and 

rape by believing that her trauma “served as a 

platform for her personal development, forcing her 

to evaluate her life and gradually change it for the 

better. She credits her ability to move forward with 

her life…to her dedication to spirituality.” 

The spiritual practice of recognizing the intercon-

nectedness of all life can also help buffer the pain 

that comes with difficult experiences. Researcher 

Kristin Neff says that “if we can compassionately 

remind ourselves in moments of falling down that 

failure is part of the shared human experience, then 

that moment becomes one of togetherness rather 

than isolation. When our troubled, painful experi-

ences are framed by the recognition that countless 

others have undergone similar hardships, the blow 

is softened.” 

Spiritual people make healthier choices. Adhering 

to a particular spiritual tradition may bring an indi-

rect health benefit because many traditions have 

rules about treating the body with kindness and 

avoiding unhealthy behaviors. Research shows that 

perhaps because of these tenets, people who prac-

tice a religion or faith tradition are less likely to 

smoke or drink, commit a crime, or become in-

volved in violent activity, and they are more likely to 

engage in preventative habits like wearing seatbelts 

and taking vitamins. 

Spirituality may help you live longer. An exhaustive 

review that compared spirituality and religiousness 

to other health interventions found that people 

https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/explore-healing-practices/mindfulness
https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/enhance-your-wellbeing/health/thoughts-emotions/deal-negativity-healthy-way
https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/node/528
https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/conditions/anxiety-depression
https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/conditions/cancer
https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/conditions/arthritis
https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/conditions/diabetes
https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/conditions/heart-disease
https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/prayer
https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/explore-healing-practices/yoga
https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/node/1278
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with a strong spiritual life had an 18% reduction in mortality. Giancarlo Lucchetti, lead author of the 

study, calculates that the life-lengthening benefits of spirituality can be compared to eating a high 

amount of fruits and vegetables or taking blood pressure medication. Although some researchers have 

suggested that the extent of spirituality’s benefit on health is exaggerated, most researchers agree there 

is a positive relationship between religious and spiritual practices and better health outcomes. 

Forgiveness is good medicine. Letting go of blame and negative feelings after a hurtful incident is a prac-

tice that is reflected by a number of spiritual traditions, including Christianity, Islam, Buddhism, and Juda-

ism. Modern science shows the health benefits of forgiveness are numerous: better immune function, 

longer lifespan, lowered blood pressure, improved cardiovascular health, and fewer feelings of anger or 

hurt. 

A spiritual community can improve your life. Many spiritual traditions encourage participation in a com-

munity. Spiritual fellowship, such as attending church or a meditation group, can be sources of social sup-

port which may provide a sense of belonging, security, and community. Strong relationships have been 

proven to increase wellbeing and bolster life expectancy, which is perhaps why one study found a strong 

association between church attendance and improved health, mood, and wellbeing. 

Develop Your Spiritual Resources  

Nurturing and developing your spirituality may be just as important as eating a healthy diet, exercising, 

and building strong relationships. Taking the time to reconnect with what you find meaningful in life and 

returning to life’s big questions can enhance your own sense of connection with something larger than 

yourself. 

Cultivate empathy and compassion.  Empathy is the ability and 

willingness to fully understand another person’s experience and 

connect it to your own—for example, rather than seeing an irrita-

ble coworker as a nuisance, you may recognize that they are re-

acting to stress in the workplace. Compassion is the practice of re-

sponding to this realization with kindness—because you under-

stand why the coworker is in a bad mood, you respond with extra 

patience and listen deeply when they complain, rather than snap-

ping back. 

Andrew Weil, author of Spontaneous Happiness, describes empa-

thy and compassion as “learnable skills that can bring greater happiness into your life and improve all of 

your relationships.” They are important to spiritual development, he explains, because they help you get 

out of self-centered ways of thinking and help you make connections with others. There are many ways 

to develop your sense of empathy and compassion, including: 

Listen deeply. Let go of assumptions that others feel the way you do, and allow yourself to fully listen to 

the way they describe their experience. Prioritize what the other person has to say above what you your-

self would like to say or gain from a given conversation and just listen. 

Take others’ perspectives into account. In addition to simply listening to others, open yourself up to im-

agining what it would be like to be in their shoes. How would you feel if you were in their situation? 

Look for the good. Positivity researcher Barbara Fredrickson recommends boosting compassion by actively 

considering others’ positive qualities. Encouraging yourself to acknowledge the whole picture of another 

person will help you see them as a complex, dynamic human who is worthy of kindness and compassion. 

https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/node/484
https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/enhance-your-wellbeing/relationships/nurture-your-relationships
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Identify (and live by) your beliefs and values. Mak-
ing a list of your beliefs and values will help you live 
with intention. This list will be fluid, so recognize 
that it’s natural to shift and revise your values 
throughout life. Some of the questions you may ask 
yourself are: 

What matters most to me? 
What drives my actions? 
What do I believe is right? 

 

If you need help coming up with your values, you 
might try a value sort activity. 

Find a spiritual community and friends. Join a spir-
itual group, whether that is a church or mosque, 
meditation center, yoga class, or a local group that 
meets to discuss spiritual issues. The benefits of so-
cial support are well documented, and having a spir-
itual community to turn to for fellowship can pro-
vide a sense of belonging and support. 

Practice forgiveness. Letting go of blame is not 
easy, but the rewards of relinquishing negative feel-
ings are aplenty. To practice forgiveness, Stanford 
Forgiveness Project director Fred Luskin suggests 
finding the right perspective—parsing out whether 
your feelings are coming from the actual experience 
of someone wronging you, or whether your anger is 
intensifying as you re-hash the situation. See how 
those feelings are affecting you, and let go of what 
is not helpful. Be gentle to yourself as well—you 
don’t have to re-establish contact with the person 
who wronged you in order to forgive. As Luskin 
says, “Forgiveness is for you and no one else.” 

This guided forgiveness prac-

tice, on Soundcloud  will help; 

it has three steps: 

• We begin with those whom we have caused 

harm, intentionally or unintentionally. 

• Next we turn our attention to those who have 

similarly caused us harm, intentionally or unin-

tentionally. 

• And, finally, we turn our attention to self-

forgiveness, for ways we may have harmed our-

selves, intentionally or unintentionally. 
 

Pray.  In whatever form you use, prayer benefits 

health through the physiological effects of positive 

emotion. 

Select a daily reading (for example, a psalm or an 
excerpt from a book of meditations. Read it slowly, 
connecting with the words, and reflecting on them. 
You may want to read the passage several times. To 
enter a contemplative state more quickly, it helps to 
do this at the same time and place each day. 

The following prayer for 
peace on Soundcloud is an 
example to listen to, and re-
flect upon: 

 

May I be at peace 

May my heart remain open 

May I awaken to the light of my own true nature 

May I be healed 

May I be a source of healing for all beings. 

Seek transcendence through nature, art, or music.  

Spend time out-
side. Feeling 
a connectedness to 
nature has been linked 
to decreased stress, 
better connections 
with other people, and 
a heightened sense of 
purpose and oneness 
with the world. Take a 
leisurely walk outside 
alone or with friends, 
or work in the garden, 
soaking in the details: 
the expansiveness of 

the sky, the wind moving through the trees.  

Can't get outside? Immerse yourself in a lush, green 
forest with this 5-minute  nature-guided relaxation 
video. 

https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/enhance-your-wellbeing/purpose/life-purpose/identify-your-values
http://www.thegoodproject.org/toolkits-curricula/the-goodwork-toolkit/value-sort-activity/
https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/explore-healing-practices/yoga
https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/enhance-your-wellbeing/environment/nature-and-us/enhance-your-wellbeing-nature
https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/enhance-your-wellbeing/environment/nature-and-us/enhance-your-wellbeing-nature
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gU_ABFUAVAs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gU_ABFUAVAs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nNDdVUr2O8&feature=emb_title
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nNDdVUr2O8&feature=emb_title
https://soundcloud.com/tcoyh/forgiveness-meditation
https://soundcloud.com/tcoyh/peace-prayer
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Created by renowned nature photographer Craig 

Blacklock in collaboration with the Center for Spirit-

uality & Healing, this unique video uses the sounds 

and sights of a northern Minnesota forest coming to 

life to help you feel relaxed and connected with na-

ture, even if you can't get outside. 

Allow yourself to get lost in music you enjoy. 

Whether it’s listening to an album on your head-

phones or playing the piano yourself, music can in-

cite feelings of connectedness, purpose, meaning, 

faith, and hope.  Close your eyes and allow yourself 

to fully immerse in the listening experience. 
 

Sit with a piece of art. This could be a painting in a 

museum, a sculpture in a local park, or even a piece 

of colorful graffiti—anything that calls out to you. 

Ask yourself why you are drawn to this particular 

piece. Do you recognize something about yourself 

or some universal truth in its colors, shapes, or tex-

tures? 

Be good to yourself Boost positivity The nonphysi-

cal aspects of spirituality can make it feel as if it is a 

remote practice, separate from the rest of your life. 

But this isn’t true—spirituality, just like the other 

aspects of wellbeing, is profoundly influenced by 

other factors in your lifestyle. 

Exercising regularly and eating a nutrient-rich di-

et with lots of vegetables and fruits is one way of 

reminding yourself that you care deeply about this 

life and this body. Paying attention to what you eat 

is important, too: according to Jon Kabat Zinn, prac-

ticing mindful eating “allows you to drop right into 

the knowing in ways that are effortless, totally natu-

ral, and entirely beyond words and thinking. Such 

an exercise delivers wakefulness immediately.” 

Treating yourself with compassion is just as im-

portant as treating others well, says Kristin Neff. 

“When we experience warm and tender feelings 

toward ourselves, we are altering our bodies as well 

as our minds. Rather than feeling worried and anx-

ious, we feel calm, content, trusting, and secure.” 

The broadening effect of these positive emotions 

can enhance our sense of curiosity, wonder, and 

awe—all feelings that contribute to spirituality.   

Practice Mindfullness. Like other reflective practic-

es, mindfulness can be a tool to discover how spirit-

uality manifests in your life. Mindfulness teaches 

you to be aware of what is happening in your body 

and mind in the present moment and open to it 

with curiosity and kindness. This allows you to ex-

plore beliefs, perspectives, and experiences in a 

new way that might lead to new insights around 

spiritual questions.  

 

Make contemplative practice a part of your every-

day life. The benefits of adopting a contemplative 

practice—such as meditation, prayer, yoga, or jour-

naling—have widespread effects not just on spiritu-

ality, but on physical and emotional health as well. 

The Earl E Bakken Center for Spirituality & Healing 

(the producer of this website) offers a wealth of 

workshops, classes, guided meditation sessions, and 

retreats on mindfulness, many of which are fully 

online and free. 

Amy R. Krentzman, MSW, PhD  a researcher with the University of Min-

nesota, focuses on the application of interventions from positive psychology to 

addiction treatment. She also studies factors that promote the initiation and 

maintenance of recovery from addiction, particularly the mechanisms of thera-

peutic change that are precipitated by professional treatment and mutual-aid 

groups such as Alcoholics Anonymous (AA). Dr. Krentzman’s work examines the 

factors that promote thriving and flourishing in recovery, with a special focus 

on spirituality and special populations, including women and people of color.  
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This book is about having 

the courage to question 

beliefs about who we’ve 

been told we are meant to 

be and trusting in the 

path that is outside of the 

box of beliefs. 
 

Free Your Spirit is for the 

intrepid traveler willing to 

step away from the path 

of “shoulds” and follow 

what their inner guidance 

is calling to them.  
 

With nearly 8 billion peo-

ple on the planet, we all 

have our own path to fol-

low as we search for a way 

home to the Loving, even 

when we don’t know that 

is what we are looking for. 

is a Spiritual Luminary, Conscious 

Channel and Oracle of Freedom. Her 

role on the planet is to assist humanity 

in processing and breaking free from 

the controls of fear-based beliefs indi-

vidually and collectively, in order to wake up, rise up and co-create a new reality 

based in love. To learn more about Victoria, visit victoriareynolds.com. 

This book is about discover-

ing where your beliefs of self

-worth come from and how 

to change them so that you 

are no longer disempowered 

by issues of self worth and 

deservedness. 

  

T H IS  B O O K IS  F OR   
 

• People who have their own 

business but can’t seem to 

ask clients for more mon-

ey. 

• People who are afraid to 

go out and market their 

services even when they 

know what they have to 

offer will change people’s 

lives 
 

• People who aspire for 

more but can’t see how it 

is possible. 

Due to the timeliness 

of this book, it is cur-

rently available for 

free download.  

Does it feel like all Hell is 

breaking loose and you 

aren’t sure how to navi-

gate the new normal that 

is being presented to us? 

You aren’t crazy, you are 

awakening, and you are 

not alone. The world is in 

such upheaval and chaos 

that many are finding it 

difficult to cope and can-

not see the real value in 

what appears to be swirl-

ing around us with no re-

prieve or real solutions in 

sight. In the pages of this 

book, you will discover 

fresh perspectives on the 

world in flux, along with 

terms and phrases that 

will assist you in navi-

gating the chaos as we 

restructure our reality in-

to a whole new world.  
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MY GREAT MEANDERING 

My work is dedicated to the health of humanity and the planet we call home. It is critical that our pursuit of optimal 

health and longevity begin with an effort toward a collective rise in consciousness such that we would begin to thrive 

within nature, instead of fighting that nature that is life itself. My experience as a physician specializing in internal med-

icine, endocrinology and hospice care with a focus on the microbiome as it relates to health, disease, and food systems 

led me to found *Seraphic Group and the non-profit Farmer’s Footprint to develop root-cause solutions for human and 

ecological health. My passion for education reaches across many disciplines, including topics such as the role of soil 

and water ecosystems in human genomics, immunity, and gut/brain health. My education has highlighted the need for 

a radical departure from chemical farming and pharmacy, and ongoing efforts to create a path for consumers, farmers, 

and mega-industries to work together for a healthy future for people and planet. 

Thank you so much x * 
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 Eye On Education 

 

By Amanda Clark  

 

When it comes to alternative education, you’re probably better versed than you think. You may even 
be familiar with terms like Montessori, unschooling, and worldschooling. In fact, there are so many 
types that it can be hard to keep track of them all. 
 
But what exactly is alternative education? The truth is that it’s a bit of an ambiguous term, although 
many think it’s simply the notion of branching away from traditional schools (like the old one-room 
schoolhouse). In reality, it’s much more than that. 
 
One educational site, K12 Academics, defines alternative education as “a number of approaches to 
teaching and learning other than traditional publicly- or privately-run schools.” 
 
Although the precise definition of alternative education is still challenging to pinpoint, there’s evi-
dence in support of many successful educational methods that aren’t mainstream. The great news is 
that you can use some of these philosophies in your classroom regardless of where you teach. 
So take a breather, sit back, and check out these alternative methods of education (and their 
strengths and challenges)! 
 

6 types of alternative schools (and their pros and challenges) 

1. Worldschooling 
 
Traveler and writer Eli Gerzon coined 
the fancy term of “worldschooling” to 
describe a form of experiential learning 
that involves traveling around the 
world. You can think of it as a fairly lit-
eral take on the popular saying that the 
world is your classroom. 
 
The concept may sound intimidating, 
but some families have become famous 
through participating in this type of al-
ternative schools. Take the Dennings 
family — they’ve been nomadic for 10 
years! This family of nine enjoys its cul-
tural experiences and literally learns as 
it goes. 
 

A LTERNATIVE  FORMS  OF  EDUCATION?  
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We’re aware that teachers can’t just move their 
classrooms around the world, but there are edu-
cational tours like EF Tours, that you could consid-
er. These programs offer trips to numerous coun-
tries. 
 

Benefits of worldschooling 

• Exposes children to different cultures and pro-

vides a global education that isn’t limited by per-

spectives or beliefs 

• Allows students to learn based on experiences 

and their surroundings 

• Offers a hands-on approach and flexible cur-

riculum based on an individual student’s needs 

Let’s put it this way: You, too, would be pumped 

to learn about the Colosseum if you were actually 

standing in it! 

 
But as with everything in life, worldschooling has 
its downsides, too. 
 
Challenges of worldschooling 

• Students may have less interaction with other 

teachers or peers 

• Lacks the routine of traditional schools which 
some students may need  
 

2. Unschooling 
 
Unschooling is an alternative method of educa-
tion practiced by some worldschoolers and home-
schoolers, but it’s accessible to anyone. 
 
The concept behind unschooling is simple: Stu-
dents decide what to learn and when to learn it. 
The hope is that they’ll be more motivated to 
attend “class” if they’re given this freedom of 
choice. 
 
Interestingly (and perhaps a bit paradoxically), 
unschooling can also be a school’s philosophy. 
One of the most popular of these free schools 
is Summerhill, a boarding school established in 

England in 1921 for children 11 years or older. 
The school follows Scottish writer A.S. Neil’s phi-
losophy that children should be able to learn and 
discover on their own and to be free of adult au-
thority. 
 
Summerhill has many different classes, even 
though students are not required to attend them. 
However, students are always encouraged to play 
outdoors, socialize, and create. 
 
At such free schools, as they’re sometimes called, 
there are usually democratic classrooms that rely 
on student voice, and there may be a lot of un-
structured time. 
 
One study by Psychology Today found that the 
majority of unschooling students who chose to 
attend college reported no notable difficulties 
with the academic work and spoke of increased 
educational motivation. 
 
Now, back to your classroom: Understandably, 
you can’t throw your entire lesson plans out of 
the window. But you could try offering a unit with 
a little less structure (and more student choice) to 
see how it goes. 
 
Benefits of unschooling 

• Encourages positive attitudes about learning 

and places an increased emphasis on developing 

life skills 

• Affords greater flexibility (students don’t have 

to adhere to a rigorous school schedule) and time 
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for students to be active in their community 

• Some students claim that unschooling causes less stress than a traditional academic setting 

 

Challenges of unschooling 

• Lack of records — many unschoolers lack report cards and don’t participate in standardized tests 

• Unschoolers may have difficulties with knowledge systemization  

 

3. Outdoor education 
 

Places like Pathfinder and The Trem-
ont Institute are a few examples of 
outdoor education programs that 
offer hands-on, nature-based learn-
ing. 
 
Some of these programs also teach 
survival skills or academic classes in 
the woods. Most of them offer a stu-
dent-centered approach in which the 
great outdoors is your classroom. 
 
But if you don’t want to leave the 
comforts of your school, you could 
still take part in outdoor ed. Schools 

are increasingly using ropes courses to foster team building and problem-solving. And more and 
more teachers are venturing outside with their students. 
 

Benefits of outdoor education 

• Emphasizes team building, exercise and eliminates sedentary activities 

• Presents a fun opportunity to work on critical thinking and problem-solving skills, and the chance 

to learn survival skills 

• Fosters self-directed learning and independence 
 

Challenges of outdoor education 

• Some outdoor projects are more time consuming than in-class variants and enforcing classroom 

management procedures can be difficult 

• Highly dependent on the weather 

 
Don’t sweat it if you can’t make it to a full-scale outdoor education program. Research has shown 
that simply teaching a class outside can increase engagement in your next class. 
So now you have an excuse to get some fresh air — just check the radar first! 
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4. Online learning 

Let’s face it: Technology will always be a part 
of education. Electronic devices are every-
where, and internet access is becoming in-
creasingly common even in the most remote 
regions of the world. 
 
We could spend all day talking about 
the strengths and challenges of technology, 
but one thing is for certain: Technology defi-
nitely offers an alternative method of learn-
ing. 
There’s a reason why there are now entire 
virtual schools such as K12 and Florida Virtu-
al School that offer fully online (and accred-
ited) curricula. 
 
And let’s not forget that technology can 
make learning much more fun, especially for 
younger students. Classcraft is just one of 
many online platforms that uses gamifica-
tion to bring your lesson plans to life. You 
can create digital “quests” for your units and 
have your students embark on these colorful 
adventures to meet your learning objectives 
while earning rewards. It also doubles as a 
classroom management tool to make your 
life much easier. 
 
Gamification is really booming in classrooms 
(and even the workplace). Take Vocabulary 
Spelling City as another example — it’s an 
entire online spelling and vocab curriculum 

where kids can play online vocab games. 
And with guided online quizzes, you can for-

get the paper and pencil 
spelling test and all the head-
aches that come with it (not 
the least of which is grading!). 
 
But there are negatives to 
online learning, too, so you’ll 
want to examine them both 
before taking the plunge. 
 
Benefits of virtual learning 

• Provides cost-effective ac-

cessible options and conven-

ient learning environment 

• Improves students’ 21st-century learning 

and technology skills which prepares them 

for the future 

• Offers customization options and more 

personalized learning opportunities 

 
Challenges of virtual learning 

• Learners with low motivation, self-

discipline or poor study habits may fall 

behind 

• Slow internet connections or older 

equipment may make accessing course 

materials frustrating   

5. Montessori 
 
Montessori is one of the most well-known 

alternative methods of learning and has 

been around for over 100 years! Developed 

by Maria Montessori, this alternative educa-

tional method nurtures children’s independ-

ence and relies less on adults. In a Montes-

sori classroom, you’ll find toys that are with-

in kids’ reach and a teacher whom students 

view as more of a guide than an instructor. 
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Benefits of the 
Montessori method 

• Fosters cooperation 

and independence 

• Encourages real-

world and exploratory 

learning 

• Focuses on a child’s 

developmental stages to 

offer an individualized 

and student-centric cur-

riculum 

 

Challenges of the Montessori method 

• Some students may struggle with transitioning from a more traditional school type 

• Programs can be expensive  

• Since Dr. Montessori never patented the term “Montessori,” any school can claim to practice 

the philosophy 

6. Waldorf 
 

Based on the philosophy 
of Rudolf Steiner, this 
alternate form of school-
ing emphasizes art and 
the belief that humans 
are innately good and 
can transform them-
selves for the better — 
talk about an optimistic 
educational view! 
 
Interestingly, Waldorf 
education throws out 
letter grades in favor of 
student narratives, 
teacher-student confer-
ences, and class 
meetings. However, Wal-
dorf high school students 
still receive a GPA to sup-
port a seamless transi-
tion to higher education. 
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Benefits of the Waldorf method 

• Provides age-appropriate learning opportunities with a heavy focus on experiential         

education 

• Encourages students to have a voice in their education 

• Offers integrated curriculum to form connections across a broader range of subjects 

 

Challenges of the Waldorf method 

• Time-consuming for adults as there is an expectation for parents to be heavily involved 

• Programs can be costly  

• According to an article from education.com, some Waldorf schools may lack diversity 

 

Bringing alternative teaching methods into your classroom 
Not all of these alternative forms of education will appeal to you (or be feasible). However, 
learning about these strategies helps you expand your toolkit and gives you an idea on how to 
integrate different practices into your classroom. 
 
You may try one of the above, and it may end up being a total flop. But at the same time, you 
might stumble upon some magic that sticks with your curriculum for years to come. 
 
So how about branching out of your comfort zone and giving one (or all) of these alternate 
methods a go? You and your students may enjoy the change! 
 
For this article and more  educational tools, follow the link here https://www.classcraft.com/

blog/features/alternative-forms-of-education/?

utm_source=theomnifoundation.com&utm_medium=referral) 

Amanda Clark is a freelance writer who contributes to various 

blogs including her own at Medium: https://medium.com/

@FreeMama. She was born in Vermont but ventured to Ocala, Florida 

where she taught middle school English for five years. She now writes 

and lives with her two sons, husband, and cat Hemingway. 
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Family Matters 

By Heather Bee - Reflective Parenting by Parent Pop 

It seems like tough challenges are always lurking just around the corner. So how can we teach 

our kids to make considerate choices based on ethical decisions? 

I think each and every one of us wants our child to grow up to be a good person. For me, having 

strong morals and values is an important part of being a good person, and an integral part of how 

I choose to raise my own children. 

But what are morals? I believe that what each of us consider to be a good person varies slightly 

depending on our experiences, personality and culture. For example, being kind is a very im-

portant value to me, and something my children understand I expect of them, however I am un-

der no illusions that every other person places the same importance on kindness. 

Despite the differences in morals and values for different individuals, there are some common 

core values which are generally accepted amongst society, such as: 

Not k i l l ing others;  Te l l ing the  t ruth;  Not  cheat ing;  Respect  for  others  

and the i r  property;  Being k ind to  animals  

 

Research tells us that children who are raised by parents who promote strong morals will take 

these forward into their own future. Most children will experience some level of challenge to these 

core beliefs during childhood and adolescent, however more often than not people return to their 

Child development: Teaching morals and values 
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taught beliefs into early adulthood and beyond.  

With this in mind, I think encouraging children to 

have strong beliefs and morals is a hugely im-

portant part of child raising. 

How do I instill  good morals in my child? 

As everyone’s values are slightly different, this list 

will look slightly different for everyone. However, I 

have tried to keep my advice quite general so you 

can use it in the way which best fits your family 

and beliefs. My top tip would be to really reflect 

on the things that are important to you, as well as 

the things which are important to you for your chil-

dren, and then consider how you will weave those 

morals into your everyday consciousness. 

Demonstrate the morals which are important 

to you. You will probably do this quite naturally 

for most of the things you believe in, and your 

child will pick up on most of your core beliefs just 

by what you say and do. But these beliefs can al-

so be so deeply ingrained in us that it can be 

quite easy to forget to actually explain them or 

point them out to your child. Sometimes a simple 

discussion about why something is important to 

you can make all the difference in your child’s un-

derstanding. 

Show care and concern for living things.  

Teaching children how to look after our earth and 

the creatures which live on it is a valuable lesson 

on care and compassion for your child, and helps 

them to form a deeper connection with life around 

them. Understanding living creatures helps chil-

dren to empathise with the issues animals face, 

such as extinction and deforestation, and pro-

motes a good sense of consideration and deeper 

thinking. 

Talk to your child about how other people 

feel. Empathy is an amazing gift to teach your 

child. Understanding how other people feel in dif-

ferent situations has so many different benefits for 

your child, from friendships to a strong sense of 

self. But empathy is also great for developing a 

strong moral compass – children who can empa-

thise with others make choices based on an un-

derstanding of how it affects others as well as 

themselves. Empathy can be developed in a 

range of ways, but for me the most effective way 

is just chatting about everything – movie and sto-

ry characters emotions, disputes with friends, or 

any difference of opinion. 

Read stories together which contain a mor-

al. There are so many stories which contain a 

very direct moral, especially fairy stories such 

as Pinocchio, Hansel and Gretel and Little Red 

Riding Hood. These stories allow for very natural 

discussion on what the characters did right and 

wrong, how the characters might be feeling, and 

what your child would do when faced with the 

same situation. Of course, there are plenty of sto-

ries out there which allow children to make their 

own decision on the moral of the story, such 

as The Girl of Ink and Stars. There is massive 
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value in this too, especially for older children 

and children who have developed a good 

sense of empathy. However, I feel it is still a 

great idea to talk with your child about the chal-

lenges faced by the characters, and what they 

have learnt from the book. You can also do the 

same thing with movies you have watched to-

gether. 

Praise your child when 

they make a good 

choice. When your child 

has faced a difficult moral 

decision, but has chosen 

the ‘right’ choice, praising 

them for this will mean 

they are much more likely 

to repeat this kind of be-

haviour in the future. This 

could be as simple as 

praising telling the truth, or 

something much more diffi-

cult like making a choice 

that benefits another per-

son more than themselves. 

I always find that very spe-

cific feedback on what they 

have done well helps ce-

ment their understanding 

of the situation – for exam-

ple, instead of saying ‘well 

done’, try something like ‘it 

made me feel really proud 

when you…’. 

Teach your child to accept and celebrate 

other people’s differences. The more children 

can sense the humanity in other people and 

celebrate their differences, the more they will 

grow into compassionate and kind human be-

ings. Being kind and considerate is an im-

portant part of having strong morals and val-

ues, and will help them to feel a deeper con-

nection with humanity. A great way to do this is 

by making sure your child has a range of re-

sources which celebrate diversity and differ-

ence, such as books like It’s OK to be Differ-

ent , and introducing your child to a wide range 

of different types of 

people and cultures. I 

also find it really help-

ful to encourage a cu-

riosity about the world, 

and travelling to new 

places wherever pos-

sible so children get a 

deeper understanding 

of how people can be 

different whilst still be-

ing similar. (For more 

information 

on challenging racism, 

see this article). 

 
I hope you have found 

these tips useful. It is 

important to consider 

that despite your hard 

work and thoughtful 

teaching, your child 

may still grow up to 

believe some different 

things to you, and that is ok – just know that 

you will have given them a great foundation for 

their future decision making and moral reason-

ing. 

Love, Heather x 
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Heather Bee is a parent, teacher and parenting 

blogger, supporting parents to be reflective through kind 
and motivating methods.  
 
You can read more of her blogs at Reflective Parenting 
by Parent Pop – parent advice and support, and check 
out her social media pages. 
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Conscious Architecture 

By Judita K 

All Image credits to steveareen 

 

Even though the world is buzzing with news con-

cerning climate change and health threats, pollution 

and efficient recycling remains one of the main 

global concerns of this age. We live in a society 

where “zero waste life” and “ecofriendly” are 

phrases commonly used in everyone’s vocabulary. 

Therefore, it’s only natural we stick to this phrasing 

when thinking about modern architecture. Turns 

out, the search for alternative building materials 

and housing solutions is so advanced, there are 

available options even for DIYers. 

Eco-Friendly Dome Homes Built From AirCrete   

So Affordable, You Can DIY One For as Little as $9,000 
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As it’s like with the rest of the world, construc-

tion has its trends and modern technology as 

well. It all started with foamcrete, then the 

world got obsessed with papercrete. Hemp-

crete was an even bigger hit and now it seems 

like finally, it’s the time to shine for aircrete. 

Turns out, aircrete is a mixture of air bubbles 

and cement that is really cheap to make but is 

waterproof, fireproof, and very DIY project 

friendly. 

The key to making aircrete is in the foaming 

agent that suspends tiny air bubbles in the ce-

ment mixture, as well as a continuous foam 

generator which disperses a mix of the foam-

ing agent into the cement mixture. The good 

news for all the eco-friendly guys out here, the 

foaming agent can be something as simple and 

easy to obtain as an all-natural “high foaming” 

dish detergent. 

 Just like regular concrete, aircrete has good 

compressive strength but it can also double as 

an insulator. Its low cost is probably the most 

attractive thing for DIYers since it can help to 

save up a lot in construction, maintenance and 

furthermore, helps you stay cool in summer 

and warm in the winter. 

But the quality that draws the most attention 

to aircrete is the ecological factor. It has a spe-

cial appeal to those concerned about ecology 

since it gained international recognition as an 

ecological material for modern buildings be-

cause of its resource efficiency. 

Furthermore, the material is easily applied in 

creating elegant shapes which is crucial to 

building a house that’s dome-shaped. You 

have to admit that just seeing a dome home is 

somehow freeing and uplifting. All those 

graceful arches, round windows, and oval 

doorways just make you feel like you’re living 

in a fairytale or as if you suddenly woke up as a 

hobbit in one of Tolkien’s books. 
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A keen traveler, photographer, and musician 
Steve Areen was able to build his cheap house 
for as little as $9000. “In 2011, I had a won-
derful visit with my friend Hajjar Gibran. For 
years, he has inspired me with his creative 
ideas. This time, he was building domes at his 
retreat center in northeast Thailand. He and 
his wife offered me a spot on their mango 
farm to build my own dome. With Hajjar’s 
guidance and design ideas, along with my 
own, and his son-in-law Tao’s masonry skills, I 
had my dome home up and painted in six 
weeks.” 

 

“The cost for the basic structure was under 

$6000. It took a few more weeks to add the 

details such as doors, screens, pond, up-

stairs structure, stonework, and landscap-

ing. All this, including furnishings and 

plumbing to the well, was under $3000… 

Bringing my total cost to about $9,000. 

Please keep in mind this is in cost-friendly 

Thailand,” he said. 

You can watch a video on tiny dome homes 

here. 

For More Info 

on AirCrete  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b9Gmor0I3mw&feature=emb_logo
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OUR MISSION 

We envision a future, where shelter is no longer just a roof and four walls, but that our homes and com-

munities are fully self-reliant, self-regenerative, and economically viable. Abundantly producing food and 
clean water, and managing and re-using all their own waste, in balance with nature. 

Haven Earth Center was created to meet the growing demand for the systematic, earth-focused devel-

opment of sovereign, self-reliant, organically grown, eco-communities globally. 

Through our research, we have found unique ways in which we can rapidly develop ethical projects, 
with the support of conscious investors and a growing collective of Master Natural builders, Eco-

wizards, Bio-technicians, Permaculture and food growing specialists, teacher trainers, and much more.   

Together, we are co-creating and developing amazing models of self-regenerative, self-reliant, eco-

communities world wide. 

Haven Earth Center is a catalyst for the change we wish to see in the world. 

If, like ourselves, you are dedicated to building an earth-centred model of living, we openly welcome 

you and look forward to making you apart of our collective. 

In the end, it is together; in unity and in harmony, that we will co-create the reality we have been dreaming of, and 

in our hearts, know is achievable. 

https://www.havenearth.org/
https://www.havenearth.org/
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 Regenerative Living 

Regenerative cities — an urban 

concept whose time has come! 

By Stefan Schurig, Founder of Cities and Energy Consulting 
 

Think of a city. A city you enjoy that has posi-

tive associations for you. Which comes to 

mind? The name of the city might come up im-

mediately but in fact it’s most probably not the 

city itself you think of, but rather the stories 

you associate it with. Stories or certain mo-

ments you’ve personally experienced during 

your stay or images attached to it. No matter 

whether you think of your hometown, an iconic 

city like Paris, London, New York or Singa-

pore, or any city you’ve visited, it really is the 

personal stories and imaginations that shape 

our memories of a city. Certainly, the particu-

lar shape of the built environment or the geog-

raphy can be very different from place to place 

and that has an enormous influence on our 

perception. Our individual storybook of a city, however, is made of social inter-

actions, cultural experiences, and even more so the encounter of something we 

haven’t seen or experienced before. Things that indeed surprise us and that 

trigger inspiration. 

 
A city without any personal association is literally just an anonymous assembly 

of buildings or streets. Next to the provisions of basic services such as access to 

food, water, clean air or sanitation, it’s the human interaction which determines 

the perceived quality of life of any place. The British author Charles Landry has 

coined the term “creative city” as a great vision for urban centres of the future 

and he describes it as the “software” of a city. When urban engineering, differ-

ent technologies and buildings are the hardware of a city, the creativity result-

Photo: Andre Benz, New York 

https://medium.com/thebeammagazine/regenerative-cities-an-urban-concept-whose-time-has-come-e08b5271ccf8
https://medium.com/thebeammagazine/regenerative-cities-an-urban-concept-whose-time-has-come-e08b5271ccf8
http://www.citiesandenergy.com/
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ing from the human interaction hap-

pening within should be considered 

the software. 

 

For people cities can be a 

fantastic place or a night-

mare! 

 

Cities are centres of human activities 

and therefore can be a fantastic thing 

with the right balance of economic de-

velopment, cultural stimulus, density 

and intact urban biodiversity. But they 

can also be a nightmare for hundreds 

of thousands of people where this bal-

ance is lost. 

 

Having said that, it’s obvious that 

many cities seem to have clearly prior-

itised hardware over software in re-

cent decades. This, in many cases, 

leads to a decline in quality of urban 

life; a priority for individual car use 

over public transport and bicycles, 

standard architecture over individual 

designs, offices over housing flats, or 

shopping 

malls over cultural spaces. These are 

the opposite of truly creative urban 

centres. 

 

And in many urban agglomerations, 

especially emerging megacities in the 

Global South, day-to-day life for in-

habitants is not about what living 

quality they aspire to, but literally 

about surviving. Many areas of these 

cities provide only miserable living 

and health conditions. They are 

suffering from heavy pollution 

and rapid growth of informal 

settlements and an unprece-

dented environmental deg-

radation. In many cases, 

failing authorities are at the 

root of poor economic devel-

“Regenerative cities’ aim to develop 
an environmentally  enhancing, 

restorative  relationship between 
cities and the natural system whose 
resources they depend on, as well as 
fostering urban communities where 

people benefit from this process.”            
 

~ Charles Landry 
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opment and out-

rageous social in-

justice for a ma-

jority of city 

dwellers. 

And all cities 

have a huge envi-

ronmental foot-

print too, reach-

ing way beyond 

their geograph-

ical scale. This is 

reflected in high 

average levels of 

personal con-

sumption and 

the efficient sup-

ply of a great va-

riety of services at comparatively low 

per-capita costs.  

 

Apart from a near monopoly on the 

use of fossil fuels, metals and concrete, 

an urbanising humanity now con-

sumes nearly half of nature’s annual 

photosynthetic capacity as well.  

 

This historic development repre-

sents a fundamental, systemic 

change in the relationship be-

tween humans and nature. Urban-

based economic activities account 

for 55% of Gross 

National Product 

(GNP) in the 

least developed 

countries, 73% in 

middle income 

countries and 

85% in indus-

trialised coun-

tries. And the 

larger and the 

richer the city, 

the more it tends 

to draw on na-

ture’s capacity 

from across the 

world rather than 

its own capacities and local hinterland. 

 

Wanted: a new role model for 

cities combining sustainability 

with regeneration! 

 

Photo: Raj Eiamworakul, Beijing 

“What we need is a role model 
for cities that combines the 

social, economic and ecological 
dimensions of sustainability 
with the vision of a city for 

people which embeds a vivid 
cultural life and a culture of 

creativity in the way it 
operates.” 
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What we need is a role model for cities that combines the social, economic and 

ecological dimensions of sustainability with the vision of a city for people 

which embeds a vivid cultural life and a culture of creativity in the way it oper-

ates. Cities that actively help restore damaged ecosystems and (re)generate ur-

ban living quality. This means that we have to question the terminology of 

‘sustainable city’ since it’s not about sustaining a status quo of nowadays cities. 

In fact, when the term sustainability emerged, there was a lot more to sustain 

than today. It’s about estab-

lishing an ongoing process of 

regeneration. Regenerating 

the urban space in the spirit of 

the above-mentioned creativi-

ty dimension, regenerating the 

resources that are absorbed, 

and regenerating the quality of 

urban life. A truly regenerative 

city. ‘Regenerative cities’ basi-

cally means to develop an en-

vironmentally enhancing, re-

storative relationship between 

cities and the natural system 

whose resources they depend 

on as well as fostering urban 

communities where people 

benefit from this process. 
 
 

Operationalizing and implementing the concept of regenerative cities requires 

the greening of the production, consumption and construction sectors as well 

as a resource-efficient use of materials and natural goods. And a design think-

ing that puts the people at the heart of every planning process. Therefore, the 

planning of new cities as well as the retrofitting of existing ones needs to un-
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dergo a profound paradigm shift. The 

urban metabolism must be trans-

formed from an inefficient and waste-

ful linear input-output system into a 

resource-efficient and regenerative, 

circular system, in combination with a 

spatial planning process that accom-

modates enough space for creative and 

unplanned development. 

 

Establishing an ongoing process 

of regeneration 

 

I firmly believe that such a regenera-

tive city can indeed provide a win-win 

scenario with significant environmen-

tal, social and economic benefits, and 

is essential for both the people who 

live in cities and the natural systems 

they depend on. The regenerative city 

vision needs to be driven by strong po-

litical leadership capable of setting 

ambitious yet realistic goals, able to 

gather momentum across society and 

mobilise different stakeholders to-

wards such a common vision. 

 

Setting out clearly defined roadmaps 

and measurable targets to ensure im-

plementation of policy measures will 

be essential. Also, establishing task 

forces and capacity building initiatives 

that oversee and support the imple-

mentation process would be im-

portant. The quality and seriousness of 

these measures will determine the suc-

cess of any city. They’ll decide over the 

quality of life in the city — and the sto-

ries we will be associating any city 

with in the future. 

Return to Contents 

 Stefan Schurig is the Secretary General of the foundations-20 platform and founder of 

the Cities and Energy Consulting. He is an architect by training and was 

an advisor to the World Urban Campaign of the UN, and also teaches at 

Hamburg University.  He has worked for more than 20 years on renew-

able energy, sustainable cities and sustainable development. He holds 

several advisory mandates and writes regularly about the challenge to 

transform into ‘regenerative’ systems and on the global transformation 

of the energy sector. Stefan is also a senior advisor to the Hamburg 

based World Future Council Foundation (WFC), a sister organisation of 

the Right Livelihood Award, . Prior to establishing Cities and Energy 

Consulting, he served as their board member and as Director Climate 

Energy and Cities. Since 2015 Stefan also teaches on the Master pro-

gramme of the University of the Built Environment and Metropolitan 

Development (HCU) in Hamburg. 

http://www.foundations-20.org/
http://www.citiesandenergy.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChwaz9BKMZZ3nPrw9gahErw
https://twitter.com/sschurig
http://citiesandenergy.com/
http://citiesandenergy.com/
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THE PROBLEM 

A century of monocrop farming and reliance on pesticides has 

damaged our nation’s once-fertile soils and the health of every 

American. The rapid increase in pesticide use over the past few 

decades has coincided with this explosion of chronic disease. 

A profound change in the demographics of chronic disease is un-

derway in the United States. Independent research from private 

laboratories and universities around the world, are implicating 

glyphosate  –  the active ingredient in the herbicide Roundup. 
 

THE SOLUTION 

Regenerative agriculture focuses on rebuilding organic matter and living biodiversity in soil, which produces increas-

ingly nutrient-dense food year after year — while rapidly sequestering excess atmospheric carbon underground to 

reverse climate change. 

It brings proven results for farmers to have a profitable business and livelihood. Conventional inputs become unnec-

essary, increased organic matter in the soil brings insect biodiversity which helps manage pest pressure and the 

end market for organic crops increases the overall value of their crop making product value the priority over the con-

ventional method of purely valuing yield. 

At a time when there are more farmer suicides and bankruptcies than ever, bringing back economic success and 

life on the farm has never been more important. 

Watch the Video  
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 CONSCIOUS ECONOMY 

By Tad Hargrave  

“The solution to globalization is not to throw rocks 

at big businesses like Wal-Mart but to build the al-

ternative,” says Shuman, author of Going Local: Cre-

ating Self-Reliant Communities in a Global Age. 

 

The “alternative” that Shuman is talking about in-

cludes not just businesses that are planted on Main 

Street but entire economies that are locally based. 

“The more times a dollar circulates in my communi-

ty, the more jobs, income, and wealth there is in my 

community,” says Shuman. 

 

And if that well-worn dollar must go elsewhere, let 

it go to another locally owned business, not to a 

global corporation. Local business people are as 

threatened by giant national and transnational in-

dustrial, financial, service, and retail corporations as 

working people are. 

 

Part of the reason Shuman is so high on locally 

owned for-profits is that “Americans are unlikely to 

hitch their future to these unconventional corpo-

rate forms [cooperatives, non-profits, 

and public enterprises]… The nation’s 

ideological commitment to private prop-

erty and the profit motive, reinforced by 

the mythology of the rugged individual, 

are too deeply etched into our collective 

psyche.”  

 

Or as David Korten puts it, “The human 

future depends on moving beyond the 

self-limiting and ultimately self-

destructive ways of Empire to become a 

new Era of Community in which life is 

the defining cultural value, cooperation and part-

nership are society’s organizing principles, and net-

working is the predominant organizational form. 

 

The culture and institutions of the global suicide 

economy must be replaced by the culture and insti-

tutions of a planetary system of living economies 

that mimics the behavior of healthy living organisms 

and ecosystems. 

 

Living Economies.  

A living economy is comprised of fair-profit [in con-

trast to profit maximizing] and not-for-profit living 

enterprises that are place-based, human-scale, 

stakeholder-owned, democratically accountable, 

and life serving. 

 

In contrast to the publicly-traded, limited-liability 

corporation, which is best described as a pool of 

money dedicated to its self-replication, living enter-

prises function as communities of people engaged 

in the business of creating just, sustainable, and ful-

filling livelihoods for themselves while contributing to 

the economic health and prosperity of the community. 

http://www.marianne2020.com
https://marketingforhippies.com/author/tad/
https://marketingforhippies.com/the-conscious-economy/
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Millions of such living enterprises already exist 

throughout the world. Many have been around for 

generations. Many people already have a prefer-

ence for patronizing such enterprises. 

 

Although the foundation of a planetary system of 

living economies already exists, it remains for these 

enterprises to recognize and value the potentials 

they embody and to consciously advance the for-

mation of living economies by growing new webs of 

relationships among themselves as they walk away 

from the pathological culture and institutions of the 

suicide economy. 

 

As living economies become 

established and recognized 

as viable and attractive al-

ternatives to collective sui-

cide, they will become a fa-

vored choice — of the cul-

turally conscious for em-

ployment, shopping and in-

vestment — attracting ever 

more life energy away from 

the suicide economy and to 

themselves. 

 

The process will accelerate as living economies 

offer an increasing and ever more visible variety of 

viable, beneficial options. Ultimately, the culture 

and institutions of economic pathology will give 

way to those of economic health. 

 

The Era of Community is the opposite of the them/

us mentality of the Empire Era, with qualities of 

oneness, sharing, caring, and non-violence – what 

Martin Luther King called “the Beloved Communi-

ty.” Creating an economic system, which models 

these qualities, a “Living Economy,” that will pro-

vide an alternative to the Suicide Economy of the 

Empire Era is a challenge for today’s entrepreneurs. 

 

The new movement is not about maximizing 

profits, but about maximizing relationships. Rather 

than striving for continuous growth, national brand-

ing and centralized control, new models are scaled 

to build authentic and meaningful relationships, 

which add to the quality of life in our local commu-

nities and natural environment.” 

 

In short, to quote Judy Wicks, “People want fair 

trade not “Free” trade, alternative education that 

nurtures the whole child, not just reading, writing 

and “rithmetic”, a maximization of relationships, 

not of profits; honesty and transparency, not more 

lies, hype and manipulation; naturalness, not pre-

tense; the growth of consciousness and creativity, 

not brands and market share; democracy and de-

centralized ownership, not 

concentrated wealth; a liv-

ing return, not the highest 

return; a living wage, not 

the minimum wage; a fair 

price, not the lowest price; 

sharing, not hoarding; sim-

plicity, not luxury; life-

serving, not self-serving; 

partnership, not domina-

tion; cooperation, not com-

petition; win-win exchange, 

not win-lose exploitation; 

family farms, not factory farms; biodiversity, not 

monocrops; cultural diversity, not monoculture; 

creativity, not conformity; slow food, not fast food; 

our bucks, not Starbucks; our mart, not Wal-Mart; a 

love of life, not a love of money.” 

 

We’re tired of seeing this suicide economy steal by 

enslaving people to produce chocolate, by destroy-

ing the environment and thus stealing people’s abil-

ity to live there, by stealing the clean air, water and 

land we rely on to live. In short – stealing our very 

future. 

 

If you’re reading this, you probably agree with me 

that each particular place has its own gift. What’s 

appropriate in one place will not be in another. This 

green business movement must be about the redis-

tribution of wealth and power. That’s part of why I 

The only way we can survive is 

to bring our energy, money 

and attention back home – to 

localize again. I think this 

movement (in its many forms) 

is one of the most important 

movements of our times. 
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do almost all of my events on a pay what you can ba-

sis. 

 

The only way we can survive is to bring our energy, 

money and attention back home – to localize again. I 

think this movement (in its many forms) is one of the 

most important movements of our times. 

 

And I think we’re seeing what Paul Hawken, author of 

Natural Capitalism, describes as a sort of third genera-

tion of conscious business. Each generation has had a 

fundamentally different orientation towards its rela-

tionship to the rest of the world. 

 

The first generation was all about  Containment: You 

saw it in  the Bophal chemical disaster, the Chernobyl 

nuclear disaster and in the Exxon oil spill. There was 

this sense that harm is inevitable. It’s the cost of do-

ing business. It’s just ‘collateral damage.’ 

 

The second generation focused on Enhancement: 

there became a sense that,  “it could be better, busi-

ness could do good”. People began to say, “Okay, if it 

meets the business case, if it makes good money we’ll 

do it.” Harm was no longer seen as inevitable. It could 

be prevented if it was convenient and profitable to do 

so. 

 

But he suggests that there’s the beginning of a third 

generation focused on Transformation: there’s a 

growing sense that it’s no longer good enough to ‘do 

no harm’. We’re seeing a fundamental shift from sin-

gle to multiple bottom lines. Profit is no longer King to 

many businesses. 

 

So, we’re in an interesting time really. On one hand 

we see this incredible growth in organic food but, in 

reality, only 0.4% of U.S. farmland is dedicated to or-

ganics. Fair trade coffee seems to be showing up eve-

rywhere – but it’s only 2% of the market. The con-

scious economy is growing fast but it’s nowhere close 

to where we need to be. 

 

Psst . . . here’s a secret you already know . . . there’s 

more than ONE economy.  The way “out of the game” 

is to realize that there’s another game in town. Mar-

garet Thatcher justified her ridiculous policies by say-

ing “There Is No Alternative.”  

 

Bull. 

 

I suggest that there are actually TWO economies: The 

Suicide Economy and the Conscious Economy. The 

first is on its way out (never was sustainable anyway) 

and the second is on its way in. 

 

1)   The Suicide Economy – this would be the big thing 

destroying the planet we’re all trying so hard to ig-

nore. It is fast paced, globalized and highly competi-

tive. Much like Frankenstein, it is our own creation 

that will likely kills us. 

 

2)   The Conscious Economy – This economy is slower 

paced, localized and highly cooperative. It’s not about 

maximizing profits, but maximizing relationships. 
 

The answer – for you and for all of us – is NOT to find 

ways to become more successful in the current Suicide 

Economy. It is to find ways to shift, personally and col-

lectively to the Conscious Economy – to Local Living 

Economies. 

Tad Hargrave is a hippy who developed a knack for marketing (and then learned how to be a 

hippy again).  Despite years in the non-profit and activist world, he finally had to admit he was a 
marketing nerd and, in the end, he became a marketing coach for hippies. Maybe it was because he 
couldn’t stand seeing his hippy friends struggle to promote their amazing, green and holistic pro-
jects. Maybe it was because he couldn’t keep a 9-5 job to save his life.  Whatever the reason, for 
almost a decade, he has been touring his marketing workshops around Canada, bring-
ing refreshing and unorthodox ideas to conscious entrepreneurs and green businesses that help 
them grow their organizations and businesses (without selling 
their souls).  He has also offered most of his workshops on a modi-
fied pay what you can basis (a small deposit to attend and then 
people choose the amount they want to pay at the very end). 
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The Journey Of A Thousand Miles 
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In 2014, I was sitting at my best friend’s wedding.  

 

It was the first time I attended an Armenian wedding 

where culturally they are energized, vibrant, and fes-

tive. She invited me to the bride’s room where she 

had hung her wedding dress on a manikin. The dress 

sits perfectly on the manikin, skirt falls gracefully as 

it touches the floor. In front of this dress was a pair 

of shoes with blue rim stones on top. This mesmeriz-

ing scenery is perhaps in every little girl’s dream. It 

reminded me of the phrase “Something old, some-

thing new, something borrowed and something 

blue.”  

 

Her mom walked in with couple of her bridesmaids. 

They began by huddling around the dress as she gets 

ready to walk down the aisle to meet the man of her 

dream. She slipped into her dress and her mom help-

ing her closing the zip. Her mom smiled and I 

caught the sight of tear on the corner of her mom’s 

eyes. 

 

During the morning, I saw my best friend walking 

down the aisle with her dad, I began to cry. It was 

not the first time in my life, I envy someone like her. 

Having accomplished EVERYTHING, having the 

freedom to enjoy adventures in life. What was going 

through my mind, at the time was, “why can’t this be 

me?” I wanted to put on her shoes and walk down 

the aisle. 

 

One of the big lessons I learned in life is that you 

don’t always get what you want, but you will al-

ways become what you believe in.  

 

When I look down my legs and feet and the 2 

crutches that I had placed next to me, I remember 

saying to this silent voice I heard in my mind: “I 

supposed you are right. I would never be like her. I 

would never be in her shoes.” 

 

It began as an ordinary summer day. I was 11 years 

old and had just started fifth grade. Mom was run-

ning late and wasn’t there waiting at the gate for me 

after school. In the distance, I saw my mom riding 

her motorbike in our direction. I decided to wait for 

my mom across the street on the other side so she 

wouldn’t have to make a U-turn for me.  

 

As I ran across the intersection, I waved goodbye to 

my friends. Out of the corner of my eye, I thought I 

saw something coming towards me. Suddenly, I 

heard the deafening sound of screeching tires. I 

could smell burning rubber, and there was smoke 

emanating from somewhere, but I couldn’t tell 

which direction it was coming from. I panicked, not 

knowing which way to turn. Then there was a loud 

thud followed by complete darkness.  

 

I woke up in a hospital with no memory of how I got 

there. The only things that were clear were the agony 

of my mother’s cry, my father’s look of desperation, 

and the doctor wearing his white coat, standing next 

to us. I felt a lot of discomfort and pain in my lower 

extremities.  

 

Life sometimes puts us in a spot in which we don’t 

have much of a choice. We were born with certain 

features and characteristics; we didn’t ask for these 

but somehow, they were just given to us. The way 

we look, the shape of our noses, the size of our eyes, 

how tall we’re going to be. We blame it on life for 

throwing those lemons at us when we did not ask for 

them. Well, I blamed the intersection for not having 

traffic lights installed. I blamed Mom for running 

late that day and instead of picking me up at the 

front door, making me cross the street to meet her.  

 

Oftentimes, we blame everyone else but ourselves 

for the things that don’t go very well in our lives. 

Instead of taking responsibility for our choices and 

coming up with solutions, what do we do? In most 

cases, we sit and dwell on how unfortunate we are 

for having to experience life’s agonies. This has 

been the way I was living my life consistently for 40 

years. 

 

Every day people put on shoes to go places. Every 

day we travel to reach our destination but every day 

we take it for granted that tomorrow is going to be 

another day. Every day we want to get to our desti-

nation faster. Get married and have kids before we 

turn 35, save more money before we retire at 65, 

every day we want to be that fastest donkey who 

stands out among other donkey in the pack.  

... 

 

I was 11 years old. I woke up and put on my shoes 

just like everybody else did that morning, but little 

did I know this would be the last time I put on my 
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shoes for a long time. After my car accident, in-

stead of wearing a pair that speaks comfort, a 

pair that speaks fashion, I was given a pair that 

speaks shame and to wear this for most of my 

life.  

 

Every one of us have an ideal image of who we 

want to be when we grow up. For me, I dream 

about wearing a pair of high heel shoes. It is the 

image of myself wearing this pair of beautiful 

high heel shoes and I’m walking down the street 

with grace, with ease, and with confidence.  

 

After my car accident at age 11, my life took a 

drastic turn. It shattered my dream of ever be-

coming the person I wanted to be. I didn’t need 

to put on my shoes anymore for a while and after 

that I was given a pair of metal leg brace and a 

pair of crutches to wear until one day in my teen-

age year, I decided to get rid of the ugly leg 

brace. The result? I now live with the conse-

quences of shame, guilt and avoidance: perma-

nent disfigured legs and a pair of crutches to 

keep my balance. 

 

When you go out this morning, you put on your 

shoes and you step into this role you play in life. 

This is the pair of shoes that makes you feel “I 

got this!” “I can do this!” “I will go places.” 

most of the time.  

 

The moment you step into your shoes, you light 

up the fire inside of you and you become some-

body who is going to make a difference in some-

one else’s life. Someone in your family, your 

friend, this world. But sometimes, that is not 

how you feel instead we spend more time in try-

ing to make it, than actually making it.  

 

Through my life journey I have to come to believe 

that there are 3 things you need in order to create a 

life with an unshakable confidence or almighty 

feeling as if when you step into your shoes, you 

step into your power and success. This is the pair 

that is going to give you so much confidence that 

you will wake up every morning and loving your 

life. You are free of doubt, anxiety and the feel-

ings that somehow, somewhere I am failing at 

something. You begin to believe in yourself be-

cause you had this good pair of shoes on your 

feet: Authenticity,  Bravery, and  Connection 

Authenticity is about being real. It is believ-

ing in what I say and acting the way that is con-

sistent with my belief.  There was nothing real 

about me. For me, I could not accept my body. 

No matter how beautiful this pair of shoes may 

be I didn’t believe I was beautiful.  

 

Authenticity is the first step in recognizing that 

flaws are what make us human. Accepting our 

flaws and forgiving ourselves for our mistakes 

and reconciling those conflicting parts of our-

selves is crucial to our health and happiness. Are 

you being true to yourself? What do you need to 

accept in your life that you haven’t been able to 

accept?  

 

Bravery is choosing to face fear without letting 

fear stop you.   

 

In September 2016, when I finally realized that I 

was living in the life of other people’s shoes, I 

received the highest education. I had a great job 

with a great retirement plan and stable income. I 

had a roof over my head, I had friends to hang 

out with and family to go home to, but when I 

woke up at night, I didn’t love my life; I was 

ashamed; and I felt something was missing.  

 

It was the first day of the Inca Trail Hike of Ma-

chu Pichu, Peru, I put on another pair of shoes 

with a pair of pink crutches to start out a journey 

that was going to change my life at elevation 

9000 feet. It wasn’t easy for the first day. Travel-

ing along with me was a line of 4-5 donkeys car-

rying food and supplies on their back.  How 

many of you have seen Donkeys? Donkey are 

very different than horses. They different physi-

cally, mentally and emotionally.  
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On the first day I was the slowest person in the group. At night when we got to our first camp site, 

the tour leader sat me down and had a talk with me. He said to me “Michelle, you were slower than 

the Donkeys! And you know this is it. After today, there is no going back. Right now, you can still 

go back if you want to. We can arrange for someone to take you back if you want.”  

 

He went on explaining how each day's journey 

would consist of 7 hours of walking (uphill and 

downhill) for other people in the group. Trek-

king usually begins at 7 am and you reach the 

campsite around 5 pm. In order for me to catch 

up with the rest of my group on time, I would 

have to begin my trek 2 hours ahead. That night, 

I made a choice to continue.   

  

A team of porters carried all the food and equip-

ment for the trail and trek ahead of the group to 

set up our camp. I had a backpack with 2 liters of 

water that weighed about 5 pounds, snacks, some 

essential first aid kits and small personal belong-

ings with me that weighed about 15 pounds alto-

gether. These 15 pounds became heavier and 

heavier as I transcend in elevation.  As we were 

trekking uphill, the air became thinner and thin-

ner. I had to make multiple stops to catch up my 

breath and every step got longer and longer.  

I would wake up and start my trek 5 o’clock in 

the morning while everything was still dark. Ig-

norance is bliss. Because when you don’t know 

where you are heading, where you are becomes 

pivot. You can only rely on your sense for 

what’s happening in the present moment. You 

forget to be scared because you simply don’t 

know what you need to be afraid.  

 

But the point is Bravery is the choice you can make in your life to embrace the fact that there is no 

escape from our fear. Fear of not being good enough, fear of being different, fear of uncertainty, 

fear of disappointment and fear of being slower than a donkey.  

 

Connection is the foundation to relationship. It makes you realize that you never have to do any-

thing by yourself. You can and you will develop deeper, meaningful relationships where you can 

use your talent and strength to help others in facing adversity. We are more together than alone.  

 

There are a number of things I learned about myself on this trip up the Machu Pichu Trail.  

It’s ok that I don’t speak Spanish. I just need to smile and look pretty because the Universal lan-

guage is really right there in your heart. When you are genuine and authentic, all the diffi-

culty and struggles become less of a problem because you are more likely to get help and be 

ok with asking for help. 

Another thing I learned was that It’s ok not to shower for a few days and instead of having a 

bucket- list of things to do, I had a bucket to actually do my business and go all natural. I am 

Watch a bit of Michelle’s Journey up the Inca Trail 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzJaP7lf9ig
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzJaP7lf9ig
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not a princess and I don’t need to wear my 

mascara at all time.  

Some people believe you from the very begin-

ning. They never doubted you and those 

are the people you want to keep in your 

life forever. They are the driving force to 

push you to go further when you are about 

to quit or give up.  

 

In our life, we have come to believe that in order 

to be successful, we have to be somebody. We 

have to have better job, bigger 

house, and fancier car. We need 

to have good retirement plan to 

be happy. We need to be married 

to be complete. This idea of keep 

trying to be somebody is carved 

into our mind and dictating the 

direction we are going in every-

day life.  

 

But the truth is everyone has a 

Hero inside of them. It is the per-

son who you can become and not 

the person who you used to be. 

When you put on your shoes in 

the morning, you step into your power, your au-

thenticity, your success. The question isn’t are 

you going to be Successful in your life, the ques-

tion is do you believe you can ask for and receive 

what you want? The truth is no matter how bro-

ken and shattered you are feeling right now, you 

always have the ability to pull all the pieces to-

gether. You are your own missing piece. A jour-

ney of a thousand miles begins with a pair of fab-

ulous shoes; in my case, it was a pair of hiking 

shoes.  

Michelle Kuei (pronounced Ku-way) is a certified mindset coach who 

helps people build confidence & self-leadership by 

upgrading the internal narratives and inspiring them 

to fearlessly unleash true personal freedom. She is 

the author of the new memoir, Perfectly Normal-an 

immigrant’s story of making it in America, an in-

spirational journey of how she overcomes adversity 

after an automobile accident that changed her life 

trajectory. Michelle was born in Taiwan and grew 

up in New York, but today 

she lives in Los Angeles 

with a short-haired brown 

tabby cat named Buster. 

Read more about Michelle’s inspiring journey in her new memoir Perfectly 

Normal Michelle Kuei was an 11-year-old student in rural Taiwan when a 

car running a red light completely altered her life’s trajectory. Through the 

long and painful process of recovery, Kuei made surprising discoveries 

about loss, identity, and personal strength--revelations that helped guide her 

through her journey as an immigrant to the United States. With radical hon-

esty bolstering her storytelling, Kuei shows us how positive transformation 

can happen when we let go of self-pity, embrace our flaws, and learn to love 

ourselves. 
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http://elevatelifecoaching.org/
http://elevatelifecoaching.org/order-book
http://elevatelifecoaching.org/order-book
http://www.instagram.com/elevatelifecoach
http://linkedin.com/in/michelle-kuei
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCn1sZpJJvPUQ8YVfEujhkDw
http://www.facebook.com/lifecoachingbyelevate
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Update on  
Anne Sperry-Connors 

Building Skoolies for the 
Homeless 

Editor’s Note: In the Oct-Dec. 2020 issue of Omni Vision, the 
spotlight was on Anne-Sperry Connors and  her mission to 
build Skoolies (homes converted from school buses), for 
homeless women. At that time, she was in the middle of build-
ing her own. Now her skoolie is built, and the cold winter 
months have her building projects on hold. Following is an 
excerpt from her writings:   

“In the fall of 2020, after 8 long months of COVID isolation, I fin-
ished out my skoolie bus conversion and headed out on my maiden 
voyage to places unknown. 

My first stop landed me in Tim’s Ford State Park in mid-central Ten-
nessee. I loved it so much, I spent the entire month, walking, 
kayaking and sleeping under the stars. I had no WiFi, no phones, 
and very few sightings of people. I was forced back into the old 
habits of reading real books, and listening to my collection of 4 
CD’s. Patterns emerged, and the thought that reoccurred was 
“What if this were my last year on earth? How would I live it?” 

This is a small portion of writing on board my bus called THE POETS 
JOURNEY. Enjoy.”  

AnSperry 

Autumn Reflections 

A Tim’s Ford Memoir 

By AnSperry 

DAY 1 UNEXPECTED 

leave the city long enough  
you can hear the earth once more  
leave the city long enough  
the ropes & threads start breaking  
& the hooks release with little pain 
 
leave the city long enough  
the bird song becomes your own 
the pallet of colors paints your face 
& the joyous bees enter your veins 
to lift your arms among the trees 
 
if you leave the city long enough 
an unexpected gift for you awaits 
the gift of being in the moment 
when a deer lifts its head in the forest  
looks deep into your soul & winks 
& you notice its tail conducts the wind 
 
This collection of poems to be released 
soon... 

https://www.theomnifoundation.com/single-post/omni-vision-issue-6
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AnSperry Actress, artist, poet & 

activist, An is currently globetrotting as 
any good AARP member should. She is 
an Alabama Shakespeare alum, award 
winning poet, artist & forever doodling 
journalist. When she is not writing, she 
is in a Montessori classroom, building 
pink towers and singing creative ver-
sions of the ABC’s. Other works in-
clude: Floating Feathers: a Mother’s 
Poemic Journey, Sunrise Honeymoons: 
Lake Geneva Love Poems, COVID 
Chronicles: a Hermosa Beach Memoir.  
Follow the cross country journey 
@thispoetsjourney 
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amazon.com/COVID-Chronicles-Hermosa-AnSperry-Journeys/dp/B08FP9NX2N/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=An+Sperry+covid+chronicles&qid=1600273869&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Floating-Feathers-mothers-journey-AnSperry/dp/B08FKQ56Z7/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=An+Sperry+floating+feathers&qid=1600273732&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/Floating-Feathers-mothers-journey-AnSperry/dp/B08FKQ56Z7/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=An+Sperry+floating+feathers&qid=1600273732&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=An+Sperry+sunrise+honeymoons&i=stripbooks-intl-ship&ref=nb_sb_noss
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=An+Sperry+sunrise+honeymoons&i=stripbooks-intl-ship&ref=nb_sb_noss
https://www.amazon.com/COVID-Chronicles-Hermosa-AnSperry-Journeys-ebook/dp/B08G1NJCZX/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=covid+chronicles+ansperry&qid=1601303182&s=digital-text&sr=1-1
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By Bill Metcalf  

W I S D O M of C O M M U N I T I E S | V o l . 1 
 
 

Intentional Community Essentials 
 

The theme of this edition of Communities invites 

us to learn from the past of the intentional communi-
ty in which we live, and to learn from our own, per-
sonal past—including whenever we have lived with-
in or without community. This has led me to reflect 
on 45 years of researching, writing and teaching 
about, and living within intentional communities 
around the globe. 
 
My first foray into this movement came as a young 
graduate student: four friends and I formed an urban 
commune in 1972. In hindsight, given our ignorance 
about what we were trying to do, it is a miracle that 
we lasted almost two years and parted as friends. 
Since then I have lived communally for much of my 
life, have almost continuously been researching in-
tentional communities past and present, and have 
written seven books, my doctoral thesis, and several 
dozen academic and popular articles about this 
movement. As Communities’ “International Corre-
spondent” I have written about intentional communi-
ties from around the globe and from the past two 
centuries. 
 
I want to share some of what I have learned. 
 
Global/Eternal Patterns:  
 
First, I have learned that intentional communities 
have existed throughout, and probably before 
recorded history.  
 
Homakoeion, established by Pythagoras in about 
625 B.C. in what is now Italy, some think to be the 

earliest known group, while others think one or more 
of the early Indian Ashrams predated it. But there 
might well have been even earlier ones that left no 
record. There have certainly been peaks and troughs 
in the formation of intentional communities but it 
seems to be a natural human urge to try to create a 
better society through enhanced cooperation. While 
some of these social experiments have been intense-
ly communal, others have limited the daily social 
interaction. For example, some have had forms of 
open sexual relationships while others have segre-
gated the sexes. 
 
One observation, from looking at this millennia-long 
pattern, is that most groups become less communal 
across time. And we can see the same pattern today 
with intentional communities—the shift within any 
group is usually away from communalism and to-
wards individualism. If not checked, this will obvi-
ously lead to the end of the intentional community. 
 
Most intentional communities end “not with a bang, 
but a whimper” (with acknowledgements to T.S. El-
liot) because unchecked individualism has sapped 
the communal drive to the point when the intentional 
community does not collapse so much as simply 
cease to exist. 
 
Forming:  
 
Whenever people ask for advice on forming an in-
tentional community, of any sort, I have learned to 
respond “Don’t!” I then clarify with “at least not un-
til you have lived long enough in several intentional 
communities to know what you really want/love, 
what is available, and what drives you nuts.” I fol-
low: “Are you sure that intentional community liv-
ing is for you?” “Are you sure there are no intention-
al communities out there looking for someone like 
you?” “Have you the emotional, social, and financial 
resources and background to give this project a good 

Learning from Our Past 
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chance of success?” Money and energy are wasted by people without appropriate skills trying to create an 
intentional community which has almost no chance of being born, let alone surviving. 
 
Joining:  
 
I have learned that when anyone wants to join an intentional community, it is important to have enough 
personal and social awareness to see a good fit. I have known non-Christians upset after joining a Christian 
group, prudish people upset after joining a clothing-optional group, and other such absurdities. Joining an 
intentional community is a bit like finding a life partner(s); one must first know oneself very, very well. 
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Recruitment:  
 
I have learned that whenever members of an inten-
tional community are looking for new members, the 
same rule applies—members must be open and clear 
about what they are doing, what they want in a new 
member, and what they have to offer. It is unfair, 
almost fraudulent, to entice 
someone to join a group under 
false pretenses. It is vital that a 
prospective member understands 
and accepts the group’s raison 
d’être, why they do what they 
do, how they operate, etc. Of 
course all of this can change but 
to allow in anyone whose goal is 
to change the group is downright 
stupid. 
 
Socialising:  
 
I have learned that the most important social interac-
tions within intentional community do not take place 
during meetings but over meals, chats, working bees, 
etc. Social interaction, at some level, is an almost 
constant feature in successful intentional communi-
ty—even if it is as simple as making warm eye con-
tact. We all need “time-out” but too much means the 
end of community life. It is important for people 
wanting to join to know what will be expected and 
assess whether they are up for this. 
 
Governance:  
 
Many people assume that intentional communities 
must operate under consensus, and that such consen-
sus means a loss of individuality, and aiming for the 
lowest common denominator. I have learned that this 
is all wrong. Consensus can work only when people 
are close enough to have a “we-consciousness,” that 
is to think of “us” as being more important than 
“me.” This happens often in normal families as well 
as with life-partners. It can also happen within inten-
tional communities but only after a great deal of in-
terpersonal work. Group decisions can then be made 
on the basis of “what is best for us” rather than 
“what is best for me.” Until a group has achieved 
this level of interpersonal intimacy then it is better to 
follow a form of democracy, needing supermajori-
ties for certain issues, or perhaps sociocracy. Good 
governance, using other formats, can lead to inter-
personal confidence and shared trust—then consen-
sus can, like a flower in spring, emerge. 
 
Conflict:  
 
I have learned that conflict can arise whenever hu-
mans interact—and much of that is healthy and pro-
ductive. Whenever we have different goals, perspec-
tives, opinions, or passions, we shall have conflict. 

The issue is not how to avoid conflict but how to 
deal constructively with it. In conflict we must listen 
extra-well, try to get into the head/heart-space of the 
other, try to understand his/her position—and try to 
calmly and clearly share our own perspective. Only 
then can people look for common ground. And, in 
intentional community as in every other aspect of 

life, there are sometimes win-
ners and losers and that is just 
life. 
 
Children/Elderly:  
 
Many people assume that chil-
dren are good in intentional 
communities and that too many 
elderly members are a problem. 
When challenged, rarely can an-
yone cite evidence. I have 
learned that the evidence is clear 
that intentional community is 

good for children—but the opposite is problematic. 
Children, like pets, take energy and resources, and 
can be points of conflict around noise, messiness, 
etc. A large number of children within an intentional 
community can mean that there is little spare energy 
and time for adults to devote to communal functions 
such as sound  governance, interpersonal growth, 
and conflict resolution. For these reasons, many ma-
ture intentional communities are wary of accepting 
too many children. Another observation is that par-
ents of young children are often incredibly conserva-
tive and can stymie needed changes in an intentional 
community. Perhaps counter-intuitively, elderly 
members are often the most willing to make dra-
matic changes, try new processes, etc. They usually 
have more free time to devote to communal activi-
ties, generally have more social maturity, usually 
have better interpersonal insight and skills, etc., 
hence they are often observed to be core people in an 
intentional community. 
 
Impermanence and Non-attachment:  
 
One of Buddhism’s many lessons is impermanence, 
that everything is changing all the time. I have 
learned that within intentional community this 
means that the rules members established last year 
and which have worked well might no longer be ger-
mane. Because we did something last time, shall we 
do it again? Because you and I have clashed in the 
past are we likely to clash again? Intentional com-
munity, like every other social construct and every 
human, is always changing. Change is neither good 
nor bad—it simply is. Non-attachment does not 
mean indifference. 
 
So while members must not be indifferent to change, 
they must not be so attached to one way of doing 
things that they will suffer if this changes. Intention-

“I have learned that the 

most important social 

interactions within 

intentional community do 

not take place during 

meetings but over meals, 

chats, working bees, etc.” 
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Dr. Bill Metcalf, of Griffith University, Australia, is the au-

thor of numerous scholarly and popular articles, plus seven books, 
about intentional communities, the most recent being The Findhorn 
Book of Community Living. He is Past President of the International 
Communal Studies Association and has been Communities magazine’s 
International Correspondent for many years. 

al community is about growth on all levels.      
 
 

What Goes Wrong:  

 

I am astonished at the energy people within intentional communities devote to strawbale construction, so-

lar power, and organic gardening, while ignoring the human dimensions. As Karen Litfin wrote, on page 

147 of Ecovillages: Lessons for Sustainable Community, “no community has ever collapsed for want of 

solar panels or composting toilets, but many have been torn asunder when trust wore thin.” I have learned 

that failure can be a great teacher, and most people in thriving intentional communities are there because 

they have learned from previous errors. Everyone makes mistakes but only idiots keep repeating—without 

learning. Focus on interpersonal relations, and the solar panels, strawbale construction, and organic veg-

gies will all happen. 

 

Future:  
 

Intentional communities seem to be on the increase everywhere I look. The two best known forms are 

ecovillages and cohousing groups. I am sure that new rural ecovillages will be formed around the globe 

but expect the rate of growth will decrease. On the other hand, cohousing, particularly elder cohousing, I 

predict will grow rapidly as baby-boomers age. It is such an obvious form of intentional community, 

aimed at a demographic often with the financial resources, social maturity, and life experiences to make 

this work. The second form of intentional community that I predict will grow rapidly is urban communes, 

either in apartment/unit blocks or large houses. Escalating house prices, falling rates of marriage, 

increasing single-person households, and environmental concerns in most western countries, all 

converge to point out the logic of urban communal living—probably in groups of 10 or less. I wrote about 

one such group, Mish’ol, in Communities #149, 2010, pp. 57-9. A subset of this 

communal form that seems to be dramatically increasing throughout modern society is “multiple-

generations plus” where urban communes are formed by at least three generations of a core 

family, with others joining them. Their financial capacity to buy up large urban homes, and their extensive 

age range mean that many operate very well. This form will surely increase. 

 

Summary and Conclusion:  

 

I have learned that intentional communities, of whatever size and with whatever orientation, answer so 

many human needs that they can only increase. That said, there is still much ignorance about this form of 

social life, where many people try and fail, then foolishly conclude there is something fundamentally 

wrong with communal living. To live in intentional community is to be in a collective experiment, and a 

lifelong personal growth workshop. Communal living, like any form of human social interaction such as 

being a friend, parent, or life-partner, needs to be learned and techniques honed. For those who seriously 

engage, the payoff is fantastic.  
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As a separate legal entity, Soul Sanctuaries, Pty. 

Ltd., was formed to take on investors for the pur-

chase of land in order to build spiritually aware,  

self-sustaining, intentional communities to be 

known as Soul Sanctuaries.  

Out Now! 
 

The      mni Foundation 
Community Handbook 

And Policy Guide 

http://www.theomnifoundation.com/
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/
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Our FOUNDATION is a common spiritual understanding:  

 
I Am because we are: WE ARE ONE –  
 
It is from this foundation that the entire enterprise stands. We cannot become a solid unit if 
we see ourselves as separate from the whole. Such is the plight of humanity. Few under-
stand their part in the whole, and so they don’t operate according to their purpose. Our pur-
pose is to be a model of how to operate as one, and to help and inspire others to do the 
same. 

Our Vision 
 
The Omni Foundation is a non-profit company set up to create and support the building 
of Soul Sanctuaries—holistic, self-sustaining and regenerative living, learning and healing 
centers, where the pillars of Awareness, Transparency, Responsibility and Cooperation up-
hold a framework encircling health of Spirit, Mind, Body, Family and Environment; and 
foster Community, Productivity, Education, Creativity, and Leisure. 

  

Our Mission 
  
To bring healing and wholeness to our world by living, sharing and teaching Spiritual, Soci-
ological, Ecological and Economic principles of peaceful and regenerative community liv-
ing.  
 

Our Values 
  
We value a deep connection with our Creator, the One source of all Being. 
We value peace, justice and equity for all life on earth, including the earth herself. 
We value the diversity of life and seek to understand its purpose. 
We value social cohesion and a sense of belonging. 
We value cooperation and generosity. 
We value ecologically sound industry. 
We value wisdom and knowledge. 
We value a sense and space of beauty. 

Holistic living, learning and healing 

A NON-PROFIT  COMPANY 

  

Return to Contents 

https://www.theomnifoundation.com/about-us
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/about-us
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/about-us
http://www.theomnifoundation.com/
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/
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The Best Medicine 
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Because I’m Free  

Leah Kirrane’s debut album is a collection of easy-going, thought-provoking, soul-

infused folk songs, with a bluesy, jazzy feel.  Written, composed and performed by 

Leah Kirrane, the message in the music is deep but light, sober yet fun.  It will have 

you tapping your feet, snapping your fingers, and feeling inspired. 

Click the pic to purchase  

It’s Time for the People to Step In!  

This song, inspired by the words of Marianne Williamson, is a call to rise up and lift 
our voices for the cause of Love.   It draws attention to the plight of American poli-
cies at the hands of the corporatocracy.    

The video was a global collaboration, and was our first attempt at creating a music 
video.   

Click the pic to purchase  

On Point Polly 

Meet Polly Picket, a paparazzi princess with a penchant for nit-picking the  

problems of high society, and witness her transformation.  

A touching and inspirational story of purpose, written in rhythmic, rhyming, playful 
style. Not your typical children's book, for ages 8-88 and then some.  

Click the pic to purchase the PDF 

The Tale of A Runaway Toenail 

What can go wrong when we don’t know our purpose? A WHOLE LOT! 
Let me tell you the tale of a lonely toenail, and the body he left behind. 
He thought he had no worth, but everything on Earth conspired to change his 
mind. The rhymes may be quirky, but they worky. 

Click the pic to purchase  the PDF 

101 Signposts to Recovery 

101 thoughtful observations by Cameron Kirrane, of the lessons he learned 

through recovery process and the counseling of others. It is a scenic, quiet and self 

reflective journey of the soul.   

Click the pic to purchase the PDF 

The Odd Quad—Out of Glug’s Grip ~ A Kid’s novel by 

Leah Kirrane—Coming sooner or later... 

Led by a dream, in a search of a place of peace and purity, quadruplet orphans 
Trust, Hope, Faith and Courage take the leap of their lives in an attempt to escape 
the walled realm of Glug, with its insidious grip on its citizens. 
 

This book is a slow work in progress...  

You can read the introduction and first two chapters on Leahkirrane.com/books.   

mni Storefront 

https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_NDECK-pxE&t=26s
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://www.leahkirrane.com/books
https://www.theomnifoundation.com/shop-1
https://web.facebook.com/spraypaintartbynando
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Notice Board 

Changes 
• We’ve extended our table of contents to two 

pages to include all the  great articles and spe-

cial features. 

• We’ve added another section: “Service Oppor-

tunities,” to highlight ministries around the 

world seeking aide and volunteers. 

 

 

Open for submissions 
Original or shared cartoons, artwork 

and articles with the Omni message, let-

ters to Omni Vision editors, ideas for 

improvement.  E-mail us. Please  write 

“submission” in the subject line. 

 

Omni Vision             
This magazine takes weeks of detailed work 

to put together.  We do it because we want 

to, and we give it for free because we believe 

the world needs these messages.  The ads 

we include are not paid ads; we promote 

what we believe in, and those with whom we 

work.   

 

That being said, we truly ap-

preciate any sized contribu-

tion you can make to support 

the Omni Foundation cause.   

Your chance to win!   

Be a 100th “Like, 

Subscribe or Follow 

and win this!  

A prize of good vibes 

mailto:theomnifoundation@gmail.com
https://www.paypal.me/theomnifoundation?locale.x=en_US
https://web.facebook.com/leahkirrane/
https://web.facebook.com/omnifoundationsa/
https://www.instagram.com/theomnifoundation/
https://twitter.com/omnifound
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCO3ZdY_9vHlWKI3RAIay_IA
https://www.instagram.com/leahkirrane/
https://twitter.com/KirraneLeah
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5poD98r96ulgS-jRBCvFmw?view_as=subscriber
http://www.theomnifoundation.com/
http://www.leahkirrane.com/
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Thank You for reading  

Omni Vision 
Contact Us 

            

            

                    

 

Yosemite National Park, California USA 

Looking Out 

We require self-love, self-honesty, humility, 

transparency, discernment,  

self-control, gratitude,  

tolerance and compassion  

to experience a life of abundance. 

https://web.facebook.com/leahkirrane/
https://web.facebook.com/omnifoundationsa/
https://www.paypal.me/theomnifoundation?locale.x=en_US
https://www.instagram.com/theomnifoundation/
https://twitter.com/omnifound
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCO3ZdY_9vHlWKI3RAIay_IA
mailto:theomnifoundation@gmail.com
https://www.instagram.com/leahkirrane/
https://twitter.com/KirraneLeah
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5poD98r96ulgS-jRBCvFmw?view_as=subscriber
mailto:leahkirranebooksandmusic@gmail.com
http://www.theomnifoundation.com/
http://www.leahkirrane.com/

